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Qaapter One
INTRODUCTION

gjl - This paper reports an investigation of two aspects of newspaper
A consumption in the Soviet Union. A first concern was, to discover

what kinds of reading matter attract readers with various levels
of education and political involvement. Second,we were concerned~with how signifficant and authoritative articles in Soviet newspapers

are read. For our study we used Pravda, the central Communist
Party organ, and Izvestia, the central Government newspaper.
These are by reason of their sponsorship the two most important
Soviet newspapers. They are distributed throughout the Soviet
Union, as are the other central newspapers. Students of Soviet

0 society agree that it is in speeches, editorials, and certain signed
articles in these two newspapers that the reader is most likely to
find statements foreshadowing or announcing new policies in the
political, social, or economic sphere, or indications of conflicts
over policies, or other kinds of sensitive information. These are
the significant and authoritative articles whose readership we! studied.

Six issues of Pravda and four issues of Izvestia were shown to

forty--me former residents of the Soviet Union. Each issue contained
one article that may be labeled particularly significant. The respon-
dents were asked which articles in these newspapers they "would
have read when reading such a paper in the Soviet Union." If they
selected any of the ten significant articles, the respondents were
then asked to read that article and to indicate which passages in
it they considered "particularly important or interesting." Various
aspects of the respondents' styles of reading such articles were
observed in detail.

The respondents' choices of articles to read in the ten news-
papers differed according to their education and how politically
involved they had been while in the Soviet Union, as well as
according to article types. Certain types of articles, among them
short news items and human interest materials, were chosen with
nearly equal frequencies by all respondents. Other types of articles,
among them speeches, editorials, political and economic analyses,
and letters, were chosen most frequently by respondents with
more than secondary education and with high political involvement
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(whom we shall refer to as "Leaders"), less frequently by respon- 4
dents with more than secondary education but with low political
involvement ("Nonleaders with higher education"), and least
frequently by respondents with primary or secondary education
and low political involvement ("Nonleaders with lower educa-
tion"). There were not enough cases to form a group of "Leaders
with lower education."

Among passages of varying types of conter . within the articles
the Leaders isolated relatively more analytical, critical, and policy-
relevant- material and less general information and propaganda
material as "important" or "interesting" than did the Nonleaders
with higher education, and still more than the Nonleaders with
lower education. Selections of such content by students of Soviet
society at Harvard and M.I.T., which we also obtained, most
nearly resembled the selections made by the Leaders.

The Leaders alternated in most articles between skimming
some passages and reading others closely, while the Nonleaders
with lower education read all passages in all articles word for
word, if they read the article at all. Both styles of reading were
represented more nearly equally among the respondents in the
middle group, the Nonleaders with higher education. The clues
which led those readers who alternated between skimming and
close reading to switch from one mode to the other came more
often from the article's content than from its structure. (What
they read closely was the content that they also designated as
particularly important or interesting.) We observed further that
these readers omitted parts of an article only in the case of two
long speeches of standard format, and they indicated that they
knew what they were omitting. They tended to omit the same
passages. The readers who did not skim but read all material
that they looked at word for word tended to skip passages in a
greater variety of articles, and there was little correspondence
between their omissions.

In this chapter, we shall first discuss briefly the literature
that is relevant to our concerns and describe the procedure we used.

The results of the study are reported in Chapters 2-4, followed
by a concluding chapter.

Literature

In the work of the Harvard Project on the Soviet Social System,

2



INTRODUCTION

three groups of factors were found to be the best predictors of fre-
quency of exposureI to the print media, as of other media behavior:
education, occupation, and social group membership (all three of
which are highly intercorrelated); residence; and political involve-
ment and attitude to the regime.2 The results of a recent study of
the Soviet mass media audience also show that differences in
frequency of regular exposure to newspapers, and in the average

V!nulubir of newspapers to which exposure is reported by regular
readers, coincide with differences in education (or occupation or
social group membership) and Communist Party membership.3 The
data further suggest that these particular aspects of newspaper
exposure no longer differ with residence, an observation which
would be consistent with the increase in Soviet newspaper circula-
tion and improvement in distribution since the Second World War.4

In another report, based on a recent poll by the Soviet youth paper
Komsomo'skaya pravda,5 the data on communications activities
are cross-tabulated with one demographic attribute at a time,
without simultaneous controls. The largest differences in frequency

IPercentage of respondents in a given group who report exposure.
2Alex Inkeles and Raymond A. Bauer, The Soviet Citizen: Daily Life in a Totalitarian

Society (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1959), Ch. VII ("Keeping Up With
the News"); Peter H. Rossi and Raymond A. Bauer, "Some Patterns of Soviet
Communications Behavior," Public Opinion Quarterly. Vol. 16, No. 4 (1952), pp.
653-670; Raymond A. Bauer and David B. Gleicher, "World-of-Mouth Communication
in the Soviet Union," Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 17, No. 3(1953), pp. 297-310.

3The study was undertaken by the COMCGM Project at M.I.T., under the direction
of Professor Ithiel de S. Pool. It consists of interviews with 107 former Soviet residents
who left the U.S.S.R. between 1956 and 1966. The interview schedule ("Leisure
Study") was designed by Professor Pool with the assistance of various members of the
project. Most of the data on media exposure from these interviews were analyzed in
Rosemarie Rogers, "The Soviet Audience: How It Uses the Mass Media," M.I.T. doctoral
dissertation, 1967, Chs. II and 111. Chs. IV and V report the findings of a series of more
intensive interviews dealing with various psychological aspects of media use, which were
undertaken separately by this author.

4We state these findings with caution, since the group of respondents is small, and in
comparison with the total Soviet population rural residents are underrepresented.

5 B. Grushin, "How You Spend Your Free Time," Komsomol'skaya pravda, February
24-26, 1966. The newspaper undertook a survey of how people spend their free time and
of opinions on how opportunities for spending free time could be improved. Two
samples were used. One, representative of the Soviet population with regard to size of
residential community, occupation, sex, age, and education, consisted of 2,730
respondents: the other, a self-selected sample from readers of the newspaper, in which
men, young people, and the more educated were over-represented, consisted of 10.392
respondents. In the presentation of the results, the data for both samples were
apparently combined.

3
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of newspaper exposure occur in the breakdowns by education,
occupation, and age. Differences by sex and residence are smaller
(and in the case of residence, inconsistent); Communist Party
membership is not considered.

There is also an indication of differences in exposure, by educa-
tion, with regard to ihe administrative level at which Soviet news-
papers are published. Among the respondents of the "Leisure
Study," all Russian language newspaper readers with complete
or incomplete higher education cited at least one central news-
paper among the newspapers they read while in the Soviet Union,
while Russian language newspaper readers with only pri;'nary or
secondary education did not necessarily cite a central paper
among the newspapers read.'

We know little as yet about patterns of exposure to different
content within newspapers. Komsomol'skaya pravda and Izvestia
recently polled their readers on questions concerning access to
and consumption of their own newspaper. No results of the
Komsomol'skaya pravda poll are as yet published,7 and only
preliminary results of the Izvestia poll have been published so far.8

Various literature that can be loosely grouped together as
dealing with Soviet "esoteric communications" is also relevant to
our problem. These studies have been made by Western analysts
of Soviet texts. At least two different definitions of "esoteric
communications" are used, depending on the authors' view of
what types of audiences these communications are aimed at.
Rush defines such communications as "hidden messages, which
enable factional leaders to communicate quickly, safely, and
decisively with the sub-elites whose support they solicit." 9 In his
work Rush has indeed relied primarily on the analysis of such
esoteric "partisan elite communication." 10 Other authors do not

6 Rogers, "The Soviet Audience," p. 65. This finding was true regardless of the
respondents' republic of residence.

7 The study began with the publication of a questionnaire in October 1966. It was to
go on over one and a half to two years. ("The Reader About Himself and His Newspaper,"
Komnsomol'skaya pravda, October 12, 1966, p. 4.)

8"PoU oflzvesia Readers," Nedelya (Izvestia's weekly edition), No. II (March 5-1 I,
1967), p. 4 . The article is translated, in condensed form, in the Current Digest of the
Soviet Press, Vol. 19, No. 16 (1967), pp. 27, 34.

9Myron Rush, "Esoteric Communication in Soviet Politics," World Politics,Vol. 11,
No. 4 (1959), p. 614.

10See Myron Rush, The Rise of Khrushchev (Washington, D.C.: Public Affairs Press,
1958), pp. 88-89.

4
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INTRODUCTION

confine the concept of esoteric communication to situations
of elite conflict. According to Griffith, "normally, esoteric elite
communication is the major routine means of transmitting guid-
ance to sub-elites; and its ideological language is sufficient to
conceal its true meaning from the masses and from most of the
West." Zagoria argues similarly that esoteric communications
are used because restricted channels of communication do not
meet all the requirements of the Soviet Union or the international
Communist movement:

The requirements of control and of political action
force the Communists to use open channels, however
guardedly, to supplement strictly private ones. A vast
empire, comprising almost one billion citizens, mil-
lions of Communist party members, and thousands
of Party activists cannot be effectively guided on
the basis of secret channels of communication alone.'2

We prefer to follow Griffith and Zagoria, and not to restrict
the definition of esoteric communications to situations of elite
conflict, although the latter are important occasions for such
communication.

The media which are most authoritative in laying down the
general line are the centrally published Communist Party news-
paper Pravda and Party magazines such as Kommunist and Par-
tiinaya zhizn. Central newspapers and magazines are as a rule
considered more authoritative than those published on the var-
ious regional levels.1  Documentation of the fact that elite con-
flict finds expression in the press also refers generally to the
central press. Ploss cites examples of Pravda and Izvestia supporting

1Wiuiam E. Griffith,"Communist Esoteric Communications: explication de texte,"

M.I.T. Center for International Studies, C/67-18, 1967, p. 4.
12Donald S. Zagoria, The Sino-Soviet Conflict 1956-1961 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton

University Press, 1962), p. 24.
13See, for example, Franz Borkenau, "Getting ai the Facts Behind the Facade,"

(bnmmentarv, April 1954, p. 399; Griffith, "Communist Fsoteric Communications,"
pp. 6-7: Wolfgang Leonhard, 77Te Kremlin Since Stalin (Ntu York: Frederick A.
Praeger, 1962), pp. 21-22.

5
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different policy positions during the Khrushchev era. Until Malen-
kov's fall, Izvestia supported a more liberal line than Pra da in the
dispute over the priority of heavy industry versus consumer goods.
Similarly in the discussion over appropriations to the military."
Since one of our interests in the present study was patterns of con-
sumption of the most authoritative and significant materials in the
Soviet Press, we decided to use issues of Pravda and lzrestia for our
investigation. There is general agreement on the types of articles,
within these newspapers, which are most likely to contain
significant new information: official Party or government
resolutions, speeches by official leaders, editorials, Is articles at or
near the bottom of the inside pages of Pravda, 16 other signed

14 Sidney 1. Plosa, "Political Conflict and the Soviet Press," paper delivered at the
1964 annual meeting of the American Political Science Association, September 9-12.
1964, passim. See also Sidney 1. Plost, Confjd and Dedm oiwAtkhngm vk t Rumss i:
A Case Study of Apkiutd Polic, 1953-1963 (Pineton, NJ.: Princeton Univacsiy
Press, 1965), passim; and Zagorla, The .So.Sokt Cbnjct, p. 31.

We do not know the intricacies of the proces by which it is decided what gets pub-
lished in the different papers. (On this question see also T.H. Rigby, "Crypto-Politics."
Swvey, No. 50 (January 1964), p. 193, and Rush, The Rise of Khnashchev, p.92. Plots
concludes from his analysis (up to 1964) of the contents not only of Pavda and lzves*
but also of such newspapers as the organ of the R.S.F..R. Bureau Sovetskaya Rossiya,
which generally stood for the same policy as Izvesta, and the defense ministry organ
Krasnaya zvezda, whose position resembled that of ravda, that

this phenomenon... suggests continuation (since the post-Stalin 1953-1957
power struggle) of the non-autocratic practice of dividing up shares in the
press among competing groups in the party leadership. ("Political Conflict
and the Soviet Press," p. 12.)

Of course, discussion of a particular problem in the course of which different view-
points are suggested is sometimes encouraged by the recognized leadership, possibly as
preparation for an impending change in policy. Wolfe points out, therefore, that

A distinction must be made between officially encouraged expressions of
variant viewpoints, such as one occasionally finds for example in Soviet mil-
itary journals, and the unsolicited interplay of competing views, the special
pleadings, and the bureaucratic axe-grinding that find their way into print
from time to time in the Soviet Union. fThomasW. Wolfe, Soviet Strategy
at the Crossroads (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Prcis. 1964), p. 27.1

'5 Unsigned articles, appearing on the first page.
16 These articles, called podal ("basement") if printed at the bottom of the page. arc

signed articles.

6
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articles or letters that critically discuss a problem. 17  Hence our
choices of the ten particular articles that were used in the second
part of the investigation.

Most of the literature on esoteric communications deals with
the methods used by the Soviet elite to convey hidden meanings
in public documents, or. seen from another vantage point, with
the clues by which the reader knows that such hidden messages
are present. The authors base their discussions mainly upon their
own experiences in interpreting esoteric communications. Their
claim to authoritativeness lies in the fact that in the past their
interpretations have been validated by later events.

Much of the esoteric communication concerns ideology. Certain
formulae come to refer to definite policy positions. Quotations
from classic texts are used. Criticism of an individual and his
policy may be by proxy, presented as criticism of a certain ideo-
logical position, or in the form of an historical argument, or it
may simply be criticism phrased in general terms ("certain peo-
pie..."). The authors agree that protocol is of significance:

V alphabetic versus nonalphabetic listing of leaders and positions in
photographs. Other devices are omissions, distortions, length
of a document, a polemical tone. Some methods operate not
within articles but on the "macro level": failure to print an
important speech may be significant, as may be the printing
of an article of self-criticism by a Soviet leader, or of an article
by a "private" individual suggesting changes in policy, or the
reprinting of critical material from another, for instance a foreign,
source.' 8

17 See, for example. Borkenau, "XGetting at the Facts Behind the Facade," p. 396;

Griffith, "Communist Esoteric Communications," pp. 6-7; Leonlhard, ?he Kremlin Since
Stalin. pp. 19-21. Zagoria, The Sino-Soviet Conflict 1956-1961. pp. 28-29. Zagoria
relates a comment by Seweryn Bialer, a former Polish Communist, on Polish
apparatchiki studying key speeches and articles in Prarda.

|8S.e books and articles referred to on p. 7 ff: also Myron Rush. "Khruhchtcv and

the Stalin Succession: A Study of Political Communication in the U.S.S.R.." Project
R-nd Research Memoradum. RM-1 883. 1957; Robert Conquest, Power and Policy it the
U.S.S.R. (New York: St. Martin's Press. 1961), Ch. 3 (-Questions of Evidence"):
Alexander Dallin and Zbigniew Brzezinski's Introduction to Alexander Dalin and
Zbigniew Brzefiniki. eds.. Dir'crsir" in International Communism (New York: Columbz
University Press, 1963), pp. \xxvii-xtiv: Arthur 1-. Adams. 'The !!ybrid Art of
Sovi'tology." Surrey, No. 50 11964), pp. 154-162; Alec Nove. "The Uses and Abuses of
Kremlinology." Survey. No. 50 (1964). pp. 174-182.

7
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Understandably, due to the difficulty of obtaining such data.
there is almost nothing in the literature on esoteric communications
that deals with the question of who is in the actual audience of
such communications. Rush suggests that the question will be
answered partly by the level of "difficulty" of the symbols: "many
such [esoteric] messages, being designed for relatively wide aud-
iences. are slimly veiled and thus readily observed; but the most
sensitive and politically significant ones are extremely elusive." 9

Most authors think in terms of communication from a handful of
leaders to sub-elites. In an earlier monograph, Rush defined sub- -

elites as two broad groups:

(I) "Persons in high positions in a chain of command";
(2) "Influential persons outside the command structure." 20

In his secret speech to the 20th Party Congress, Khrushchev
suggested an example of an esoteric communication that was
understood by "everybody": in the attempt to dissociate hiimself
from Stalin's crimes in his own republic, he recalled how he had
learned in the late 1930"s about the deposition of Kosior, one of
the Ukraine's leaders. A radio station bore this leader's name.
When one morning it no longer identified itself as "Radio Kosior,"
then "everybody" knew that Kosior had lost Stalin's favor.
Rush concludes that the sub-elites are doubtless more sensitive
than "everyone." They will decipher more heavily veiled messages
as well.

Other examples of official or semi-official admission of the
use of esoteric communications which are cited by different
authors have their source in East European countries or in non-
ruling Communist parties in West Europe. Several of these examples
refer to the Soviet Union. We cite some others as well:

(I) In Hungary, Nagy was blamed in a Central Committee
Resolution for his failure to use certain formulae in his speeches.
These omissions were interpreted as deliberate and as signifying
a specific political attitude.2 2

19 Ruh "'. ,otcric Communication in Soviei Politics," p. 615.

0 Ruh, "Khruhciev and tlic Stalin Succession." pp. 209-210.

21 Related in Rush. The Rise of Khnshhe'. p. 90.

22Ibid. pp 90-91.

8
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(2) Leonhard reports that on February 8, 1958, the Italian
Communist newspaper L 'Unita drew attention to the significance
of nominations in Soviet elections. It pointed out that the number
of nominations a leader receives is an indication of his power.2 3

(3) Dallin and Brzezinski report that the Italian Communist
Pajetta. and later also British Communists, explicitly recognized
the fact that esoteric communications were used in the Sino-
Soviet dispute. 24  Recent analyses of the history of relations
among socialist countfies and of questions of Soviet foreign
policy by Kotyk in Czechoslovakia are in part explicitly basedl

-on such co-mmunictiolns.2

(4) A most explicit recognition of the use of esoteric corn- 2
munications comes from a Catholic columnist writing in a Polish
newspaper. He was first cited by Conquest. 2 '

Inkeles and Bauer discuss certain techniques which their respon-
V dents reported they used to interpret the messages in the official

media, techniques "based on a combination of the degree of
distrust for the official media and a series of implied assumptions
about the nature of the Soviet system, particularly as it regards
its communications policy." 27 These techniques are referred to

~~~23Lnh, LnrThe Kremin Since Stalin, p. 28.

Y 2 4 Dallin and Brzezinski, Diversity in International Communism, p. xli.

25 Vaclav Kotyk, "Some Aspects of the History of Relations among Socialist
Countries," Ceskoslovensky Casopis liftoricky, No. 4, 1967, tianslated in Radio Free
Europe, Czechoslovak Press Survey, No. 1937; and "Problems in the Development of
U.S.S.R. Foreign Policy," Mezinarodni Vziahy, No. 3 (1967).. translated in U.S.
Department of Commerce, Joint Publications Research Service, No. 43, 580.

: 261: our public, political, and intellectual life. in our organizations and

newspapers, there exists a special fgurative speech. It consists of the
usage of certain turns of phrase.... All that is needed is a clue. Those who
have guessed that clue are able to read public utterances as if they were an
open book and thus learn a lot of things. It goes without saying that one
has to read between the lines, to follow hidden ideas. And this reading
between the lines is not illegitimate: on the contrary, the texts are
construed in such a way that reading between the lines is the only way to
grasp their meaning. To be able to follow the figurative speech one has to
possess many years' training in reading it, one must have lived for years in
milieus indulging in this form of speech, one must have lived for many
years in our country. Those who cannot read our special language are as
naive as little children. . (J. Kisielewski, in Tygodnik powzechnv, July 6.
1958, cited in Conquest. ioxwr and lblicy in the USSR. p. 5 1.)

2 71nkekls and Bauer. The Soriet Otizen. P. 181.

9
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by the authors, as they had been by their respondents, as "reading
between the lines." Examples are given of respondents who
operated on the principle that the Soviet Government would
always prepare the people in advance for unpleasant developments
or a change in policy. On this basis, news of unpleasant develop-
ments in another European country would be taken as foreboding
the open admission of such a development in the Soviet Union,
and criticism of an internal situation would be taken as an indica-
tion of an impending change in policy. Another technique of
interpretation was to assume that the Soviet government projects
its own motives onto foreign governments. For example, a state-
ment about a foreign government's aggressive intentions would
be taken as reflecting the intention of the Soviet government.
Other readers reported that they would take the facts presented
in the Soviet media as true, but would disregard the interpreta-
tion given and substitute their own.

At first glance, it may seem fruitful to distinguish between
communication proper on the one hand, and inference on the
other, among all these instances of gleaning from public Soviet
texts information that is not expressed by the manifest text.
In other discussions of communications problems such a distinc-
tion seems useful to this writer.2 SBut in the present case the
problem with such a distinction is twofold. First, the meanings of
the "signs" used in "esoteric communications" are less firmly
established than those of the "signs" of everyday language. There
is a constant process of different expressions becoming meaningful
"signs," others changing their meaning, others dying out. There
would be many cases in which it would not be clear whether a
transfer of an "esoteric sign" is involved, or simply an inference.

28Following Frederick W. Frey, we would define communication as an "interpersonal
relationship involving the transfer of meaningful signs." (Class notes, 1963.) The
sign is representative of something else; it acts as a mediator. In the case of inference,
on the other hand, that which is perceived, and from which the inference is drawn, is the
situation itself, not a sign that stands for something else. For example, if you see me
coming in from the street with my coat and shoes wet, you will probably infer that it is
raining outside. But I may also choose to communicate this fact to you by saying
"My. it'i raining heavily!" or "Did you know it's raining outside?" (This is not to say
that all communication is verbal, howev, r. But, by the above definition, nonverbal
tommuncation is not synonymous with perception. Nonverbal communication must
invotvc the transfer of meaningful nonverbal signs.)

10
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Or one might choose to approach this question from the per-
spective of the author's intention. Did the author in fact intend
to convey this or that particular meaning? But for the analyst

_ this question is not fruitful operationally, and a number of authors
would further argue that in Soviet society motives are treated
as irrelevant to the evaluation of behavior, and that this consider-
ation makes our question therefore meaningless. 2' If an inference

iis drawn from the particular content, or from the presence or
absence of a statement or of a whole article, the author or editor
will be considered responsible for this fact, regardless of whether -

in his own judgment he was engaging in the transfer of mean-
ingful signs. Western analysts of the Soviet press tend to agree
that the most fruitful hypothesis upon which to proceed is to
treat as deliberate anything that might signal a particular mean-
ing.30

By investigating patterns of selection of Soviet newspaper
articles that are likely to contain such esoteric communications,
our study addresses itself to the question of who is in the potential

audience of these communications. Selection to read the article
means that the respondent would have chosen to expose himself
to at least a part of the article's content, although it does not
mean that he necessarily would have attended to all communica-
tions in the article, or that he would have recognized any par-
ticular esoteric communication. Our study deals also with atten-
tion to different types of content within articles.

29See particularly Nathan Leites and Else Bernaui, Ritual of Liquidation (Glencoc.
Ill.: The Free Press, 1954), Chapter i I ("The irrievancc of Motives").

30See. for example. Rush, The Rise of Khnshher, pp. 91-92; Borkenau, "Getting
at the Facts Behind the Iacade." p 399.

!I
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Procedure

The study reported here was undertaken between May 1965
and September 1966, with forty-one former residents of the
Soviet Union. 3 1 A person had to meet the following criteria to
qualify as a respondent: he had to have left the Soviet Union not
earlier than in 1956; he had to have been at least 18 years old in
his last year of residence in the Soviet Union; he had to have
lived in the Soviet Union as a citizen or resident since childhood.
Most of the respondents had in fact left later than 1956. The
group's median year of leaving was 1961, the modal year 1964.
Thirty-six of the 41 respondents had been born in the Soviet
Union, the others had come there as children under the age of ten.
Two had a Soviet language other than Russian as their mother
tongue, but were nearly bilingual with Russian and had been using
Russian exclusively in the last years of their residence in the Soviet
Union, since they had lived outside the republic of their
nationality. 3 2 All respondents were accustomed to reading Soviet

31All but two of these respondents were also given the "Leisure Study" interview
mentioned in footnote 3.

32The reasons for which these people left the Soviet Union, and the occasions that
allowed thc-m to lUeve, vary greatly. The majority left the country legally. They were
allow-ed to rejoin a close relative who lived abroad or they were allowed to leave because
they or their spouses had been born in an area that is, or at the time of their birth was,
outside the Soviet Union. There are also among our respondents several who, although
they had been born in the Soviet Union, were nationals of another country. For these
respondents Russian was the native language, and some indeed did not speak the lan-
guage of their nationality well. Several remarked that nothing except their second
language had distinguished them from Soviet citizens, and that people at their places of
work had generally not even been aware of the fact that they were not Soviet citizens.
Several years ago it became possible for these people, as well as for people who them-
selves had immigrated to the Soviet Union (at various ages in their lives), to obtain
permission to leave the Soviet Union for their countries of origin. Among the reasons
that the respondents, whether defectors or emigres, cited for leaving, the ideological
component, if it is present at all, seems to be the weakest. They reported leaving because
of personal dissatisfactions: because of urging on the part of relatives outside the U.S.S.R.:
because their parents or spouscs were leaving; out of curiosity; and also out of opposition
to the regime. in such a varied group. attitudes to the regime cover a wide spectrum.
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INTRODUCTION

newspapers and all were familiar with Pravda or Izvestia, although
8 of the 41 respondents did not mention either title among the

Vnewspapers they reported reading with any regularity during their
K- last year in the Soviet Union. Six of these eight reported reading

other central newspapers, such as Komsomol'skaya pravda or
Trid; the two others were readers of republic-level newspapers.

r There were six former Communist Party members in the group
and four persons who had been in occupational roles that demand
a relatively high level of ideological training, regardless of whether
the individual is a Party member or not. We shall use these two 3
attributes, Party membership and membership in such

Al occupations, as indicators of high political involvement (as against
low or no political involvement). 3 Dichotomizing the attribute
"education" into "more than secondary (ten-years) education"
and "secondary education or less," we have then four sub-group
which differ in education and/or political involvement:

a. high political involvement, more than secondary
education. ( n = 9)

b. high political involvement, secondary education or
less (n = 1)

c. low political involvement, more than secondary
education (n = 16)

d. low political involvement, secondary education or
less (n = 15)

In the analysis we reassigned the respondent from cell b, a
former Communist Party member with complete secondary
education, to cell a. The members of this cell are referred to
as "Leaders." The members of the two remaining cells are re-
ferred to as "Nonleaders with higher education" (c), and "Non-
leaders with lower education" (d).

Ideally we should like to distinguish between more than two
levels of education. We shouid like to separate in cell d the respon-

33The use of certain occupational roles as indicators of &-gree of political involve-
ment is based on findings from our intensive interviews with formc. Soviet residents
("The Soviet Audien,." Ch, V), as well .s on indiation" from Soviet time budget
studics. The four respondents vere two secondary school teachers, an economist
in a leading position in a state publishing house, and the director of a factory depart-
ment.

13
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dents with secondary education from those with a seven-year
education or less. Evidence from audience studies shows rather
large differences in exposure to the print media between these
groups.3 ' But the numbers we are dealing with are too small
to warrent such a split. We must, however, keep in mind that
cell d is weighted toward respondents with a complete secondary
education.

3 S

Originally our main concern in this study was with how readers
of the Soviet press read the most significant material in news-
papers-that material which the various authors whom we cited
earlier agree is the most likely to throw light on any changes
that might occur, any new policies that might be adopted, or
on any conflicts regarding policy, in the political, economic,
or social spheres of Soviet life. In order to study consumption
of this material, we needed to inquire first into patterns of article
selection.

We used six issues nf Pravda and four issues of Izvestia (dated
between November 1964 and May 1965), each of which
contained an article that we considered particularly significant for
the discussion, criticisms, and policy-relevant statements it
contained. There were five speeches, one editorial, two podvals,
and two other signed articles. We attempted to cover a
cross-section of topics: Party organization, Party-intelligentsia
relations, economic problems (incentives, organization of
agriculture), international relations, and regional news. Most of the
ten articles deal with one of these problems in particular, but two

341n The Soviet Citizen the data on exposure are broken down by social group rather
than by education. We reanalyzed these data from the Harvard Project using breakdowns
by education. See Rogers, "The Soviet Audience," Chapter II. (Also for breakdowns by
education of exposure data from the "Leisure Studies.") See also Grushin.
Kornzomol'skaya pravda, February 25, 1966, p. 3, and various time budget studies, for
example. V.G. Baykova, "Svobodnoye vrernya i povysheniye naucho-tekhnicheskovo
urovnya inzhenyerno-tekhnicheskikh rabotnikov" ("Free Time and the Raising of the
Scientific-Te_,hnical Level of Engineering-Technical Workers"), Voprosi filosofili. No. 7
(1965). p. 70; M.P. Goncharenko et al., "'Metudika i nekotorye resultaty konkretnovo
sotsial'novo issledovaniya byudzheta vremeni trudyashchikhsya" ("Methodology and
Some Results of Concrete Social Research of I ime Budgets of Workers"), Nauchnve
dokladv ''sshwv sItkol): Iiloso(,ki'e nauki, No. I (1963), pp. 35-38.

35Nine of the 15 respondents in the cell have a complete secondary education, two
have < 10. > 7 years, three have 7 years, and one has < 7 years of education,

14



INTRODUCTION

speeches are general policy statements and analyses. Our
subjective judgment that these were significant articles is

7k supported by that of the editors of the Current Digest of the
Soviet Press: from the same issues of Pravda or Izvestia, they
selected only these ten articles for inclusion in the Digest.36

The newspapers were covered by a transparent acetate jacket,
so that four pages were visible in each case. (If a newspaper had
six pages, the fourth and fifth pages were not visible.) We showed
the newspapers in random sequence to a respondent and asked
him to identify all the articles that he "would have read if [he]
had been reading such an issue of Pravda or lzvestia while in the
Soviet Union." 37 In a few cases, we were not able to show all
ten newspapers to a respondent, because of limits on the time
available for the experiment. In 25 out of a total of 410 instances
we did not find out whether a respondent would have chosen
to read a given article among the ten most significant articles
in the newspapers. More frequently it happened that because
of time pressures we asked a respondent for his selections of
articles in only two or three rather than all four pages of a news-
paper. (In these cases, we started in at varying places in the news-
papers so that different pages were omitted with different re-
spondents.)

Due to the way in which the experiment was structured, the
respondents made their decision on whether they "would have
read" a given article or not essentially on the basis of the article's

36(,We tested our judgment also against that of the Communist Party member in our
sample who had the highest education and highest exposure to the print media: at a
point in the experiment when our question would not prejudice his later performance,
not his answers be prejudiced by that part of the experiment that was already completed,
we asked him to identify "the most significant article" in each of the ten newspaper
issues, Without hesitation he pointed in each case to the article we had chosen. (The
question was asked of the respondent after he had pointed out in the newspapers all
articles he "would have read," but before he was asked to actually read the ten "experi-
ment articles.")

3 7A problem with studying outside the society the particular aspects of media
exposure that we investigated in this experiment was. of course, the fact that time had
elapsed since the respondents had last read a Soviet newspaper in a natural situation.
o1 our surprise, this did not seem to disturb them. It is odso true, as we noted earlier,

that several respndents were more regular readers of another central newopaper, or of
a regional newspaper, than of either of the two central newspapers used, but every
r"'pondent in the experiment had some familiarity with Pravda and lzresia.

15
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title, format, and position in the newspaper. Essentially, what
they were asked about, then, was whether they "would have
begun to read" a certain article; not how closely they would
have read it or whether they would have finished reading it.
A respondent could look briefly at the text itself if he wanted
to, but he was not urged to do so.

In the analysis of the respondents' article selections, all articles
in the ten newspapers were classified into types on the bases
of form and content by two student research assistants with
several years of Soviet studies, who read Russian fluently. Agree-
ment was better than 95 per cent. All those article types of which
there were at least four instances in the ten newspapers were
included in the analysis.

When the respondent had finished noting the articles that he
"would have read" in the newspapers and if among the ones
that he noted there were any of the ten "experiment articles,"
he was then asked actually to read these. He was asked to follow
with a wax pencil alongside the column, holding the pencil at
approximately the line which he was reading at the moment.
He was asked to mark a solid line alongside the column if he was
reading the passage closely, a broken line if he was skimming. If
he skipped certain parts of the article, absence of a line at the
particular column indicated this fact. (The interviewer was present
at each experiment, and had before her photocopies of the articles
that were being read, in order to be able to note any faulty mark-
ing on the part of the respondent.) Finally, the respondent was
asked to mark, by underlining or framing or otherwise noting a
particular sentence or paragraph, those parts of the article that
he considered "particularly important or interesting."'3 8

We are also able to compare the data on the respondents'
evaluation of different passages within articles with parallel data
obtained from another group: ten staff members of the Russian
Research Center at Harvard University and the Center for Inter-
national Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

38rhese conventions miht be modified by the individual respondent. If the
respondent, for example, did lot skip iy of the material, he might mark only the
passages that were read closely, and abA of a line would indicate skimming.

16
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who are engaged in research on the Soviet Union were asked to
read the ten "experiment articles"' in translation, and to mark
in them those passages that they considered "particularly im-
portant or interesting."

17
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Chapter Two

PATTERNS OF ARTICLE SELECTION

Selection of All Article Types

We should make explicit here a problem with the analysis
of this part of the data. As we noted earlier, the responses on the
selections of all types of newspaper articles across the board
are less complete than those on the selections of the ten articles
that were used in the later parts of the experiment. This is because
the primary focus of the experiment was on the techniques used
by Soviet readers to read significant materials in the newspapers,
rather than on general patterns of article selection. This particular
aspect of the experiment is therefore less carefully designed than
in retospect we should like it to have been. We therefore should
note here that in the analysis we simply added up all positive and
negative responses concerning selection of an article type,
regardless of the fact that one respondent may have been
confronted with all articles of a given type, while another may not
have been. We should stress, however, that with the exception of
fewer omissions of the ten experiment articles, the omissions of
articles from those to be shown to the respondents were not
systematic.

We found that the politically involved and most educated
selected a larger volume of material to read in the newspapers
than the uninvolved and less educated, and the choices of articles
by the three reader groups tended to fall into the pattern shown
in Table 2.1. Of eighteen article types, ten were chosen with
highest relative frequencies by the Leaders, five by the Nonleaders
with higher education, and three by the Nonleaders with lower
education. Note the large differences, in most rows in the middle
columns of Table 2. 1, between the frequencies of the three groups'
choices (more than twenty percentage points in eight out of
ten cases), and the smaller differences for all cases in the right-
hand columns (at most nineteen percentage points).

The materials from which students of Soviet society claim to
learn most concerning policy changes and conflicts over policies in
the political and social life of the Soviet Union were all chosen with

18



PATTERNS OF ARTICLE SELECTION

highest frequencies by the Leaders: editorials (i),' speeches (2),2

.analyses and commentaries dealing -with political (internal or
Soviet foreign relations) or with economic questions (6,7).1 The
table shows the same pattern for choices of letters with political
or economic content (3,4). For all types of articles mentioned,
so far the choices by the Nonleaders with higher education re-
sembled more closely those by the Nonleaders with lower educa-
tion than those by the Leaders.

Aside from "human interest" stories (9), the choices with,
the highest absolute frequencies by the two groups of Non-
leaders were.registered for commentaries on internationalpolitical
events (5). Among the most popular articles in this category
were two which contain paraphrases of speeches by foreign leaders
(Lyndon Johnson,-Chou-En Lai). The respondents' strong-interest
in events outside the Soviet Union was. reflected again in the
fact that of all types of short news items and "'announcements"
only those dealing with international political topics (1) were
chosen with relatively high frequencies (more than 30%) by
the Leaders and the Nonleaders with higher education. Since
this is the category of articles with the largest number-of instances

lTwo of the four editoriais.wee p rmarily political in content. The frequencies with
which they -were chosen (69%, 15%, 19%) were poctically the sme as those- that we
calculated for all four editorials. The two other editorials dealt with Soviet agriculture
and education respectively.

2A number of different materials are included -in this type, but all deal with Soviet

internal politics or Soviet-foreign relations or both. Two speeches are major policy state-
ments made by Soviet leaders on important national holidays. Another deals primarily
with Party matters. Among those dealing with Soviet foreign relations are two speeches
made in Moscow on the occasion of a "Soviet-Indian friendship meeting" by Kosygin and
by the. late Indian Prime Minister-Shastri. (In the newspaper, the two-speeches are pre-
ceded by a short introductory article and all three items are presented under one major
heading. The readers treated:the two speeches as a unit. Wedo the same when we discuss
the respondents' choices and'styles of reading of the "experiment articles.") Included in
this category-is also the transcript of a press conference held by Soviet Foreign Minister

Gromyko in Moscow.
There is only one instance in the ten newspapers of a reprint of a speech made out-

side the Soviet Union by a non-Soviet source and dealing primarily with the politics of
another country. We did not include it in the analysis.

3 Another category often mentioned as important by analysts of Soviet society are
conmmuniques (articles bearing the title komyunikc). We did not include this article
type in the analysis, since there were only two instances of communiques in the ten

newspapers. Fcuilletons were omitted for the same reason.

19
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HOW RUSSIANS- READ THEIR PRESS

in the, ten newspapers (almost twice as -many as in the next largest
category), a frequency of 19 per p.ent for the choices by the
Nonleaders with loWer educafifOi itpresents a large absolute-
number of selections of such items also for this group. It is pos-
sible that these -choices reflect in part the peculiar nature of our
group of respondents: Since -they- eventually left the Soviet
Union, it is -likely that they -were highly interested in news and:
commentaries about foreign countries while they were still there.
How much -they differed in this respect from other readers of
Soviet newspapers we do not know. And, of course, we under-
took this experiment with them after they had in fact left the
Soviet Union. It is possible that their memory of what content
they usually read in Soviet newspapers was distorted. There
seems to be less of this danger, however, in a situation in which
they were actually confronted with issues of Soviet newspapers
rather than merely asked to generalize about their behavior.

The remaining categories of short news items and the "announce-
ments" either received equal attention from all groups of respon-
dents (12, 13, 15,17) or, as in the case of sports (16)" and "human
interest" materials (14, 18), they were selected more frequently
by one or both groups of Nonleaders.

The choices of which articles to read were made on the basis
of various clues. The respondents looked at the article's title
for an indication of the content, some looked at the author's
name, or determined on what occasion a particular speech was
held. Several, particularly from among the less educated respon-
dents, turned first to the last page of the newspaper. This is
the page which containsimost of the short news flashes, announce-
ments and "human interest" stories, although short news (political
and economic, but not sports) also appear on the first or the
inside pages. A few among the less educated respondents remarked
with regard to two long policy speeches by Brezhnev and Demichev,
which are also included among the ten "experiment articles,"
that they "never" read such "long" and "difficult" material.

In summary, we found important differences between respon-
dents of differing education and degree of political involvement

4 Attention to sports is higher in the younger than in the older age groups, but
our above statement is still fulfilled when we divide our respondents into two groups
of those 29 years old and younger, and those more than 29 years old.
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in their selections of -what materials to read in ten issues-of two
Soviet central newspapers. Commentaries on international politics
and "human intefest" stories have a high ( > .40) probability of
being chosen by resp.ondents across-the loard, For altother (six-
teen) types of articles in the table, the probabilities-of beengsele ted
byNonleaders with lower education are consistently lower-( < .30)
To this the Leaders' selections present i striking contrast. Half of
the sixteen types of articles'have a high probability ( > .40,- < .63)
of being selected by the Leaders. These are editorials; speeches,
letters, analyses and commentaries -(with one exception); and-one
type of short news item. The other half of the articles are selected
with probabilities similarto those of the choicesby the Nonleaders
with lower education ( .32). These articles are one (nonpolitical)
type of analysis-commentary, and all but one type of short news
item and "announcements." The probabilities of the selections by
the Nonleaders with higher education fall most often between
those of the two other groups. But they resemble -more closely
those of the Leaders rather than those of the Nonleaders with
lower education.

The interest in these results is in the consistent patterns of
differences which they suggest, not in the absolute figures in the
table. We have to recall above all that nine of the fifteen Non-
leaders with "lower education" have a complete secondary educa-
tion, which is by no means a "low" educational level. 6

5As might be expected, analyses and commentaries of cultural and scientific
topics represent the most definite exception to the pattern. They were chosen with
highest frequency by the Nonleaders with higher education (p = .41), next by the
Leaders (p = .32), and lastly by the Nonleaders with lower education (p = .22).

61n 1959, the Soviet population of age 16 and above was distributed over five

educational levels as follows:

<4 years: 48,398.440 (34%)
>4. <7 years: 40,975.568 (28%)
>7, <I 0 years: 32,018.775 (22%)

10 years (complete secondary): 17,806.044 (12%)
>I10 years (complete or

incomplete higher) 6,132.461 (4;)
(145.331.288)

Calculated from John F. Kramer, "The Population of the Soviet Union, Broken by Age,
Sex, Urban-Rural, Education and Social Class," M.I.T. Center for International Studies,
November 22, 1965, Table I (mimeographed). Kramer adjusted the 1959 census figures
for the age breakdown < 16 years, >I 6 years.
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The Ten "Experiment Articles"

In our -previous analysis, the data on readers' prefercnces-among
the ten "experiment articles" were includfed with the data. -on-
all other selections. Here we discuss -separately the -selection
pattern of the ten articles. The, choices of this material-which
consists of the single most significant article in each newspaper
(according -to -two independent judgments), differ significantly
with the respondents' political involvement and education in
ways that are consistent with our previous findings.7 Eight of
ten Leaders chose five or more of the ten "experiment articles,"
while only four of sixteen Nonleaders with higher education
chose five or more, and not one of fourteen Nonleaders with
lower education chose as many. 8

The Leaders with the lowest scores on the selection of the
"experiment articles" were, interestingly, the three former Com-
munist Party members whose careers had been in- state admini-
stration and intelligence, as opposed to the Party members whose
careers had been in the professions, and to the non-Party members
among the Leaders. One of the three Leaders with low selection
scores, who had a secondary education, had been chairman of
a state farm; another, a graduate .f a naval .academy, had been
a navy intelligence officer; and a third, with secondary and two
years technical schooling, had been an intelligence officer in
an army unit. These three respondents had also been less exposed
to the print media in general than had the other Leaders, both

7Percentage of ten most significant articles selected to read in ten issues of Pravda
and Izvestia:

Leaders 72%
Nonleaders with >I 0,years

of education 34%
Nonleaders with < 10 years

of education 16%
(A'2 = 76.280 p <.001 2 d.f.)

ZsTherc are few "nonaskeds" in the case of these articles, so that this statement can
unambiguously be made for all but one respondent (a Nonleader with lower education).
lie is excluded in the above statement.

One Nonleader with higher education chose none of the "experiment articles"
shown to him, as (lid six Nonleaders with lower education (the four with a seven year
education or less, and two with a ten-year education). Some of these respondents were,
however, asked only about nine of the ten articles.
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'Party members and nonmembers. 'The state. farm chairman: and-
the: naval- officer in particular commented- that they had; felt
little pressure 1to- read, theA i tarty newspaper (or lzvestia)- to-
kep: -up; ,wih ifio6flant intorfnition- and policies. Apparently
the-y- :lad -felt less -of :a- fided to b.- highly and .swiftly- informed
tth-ah-- hd--the -other Leaders, and aparently -they- had relied pri-
marily on. intra-Party channels, -formal, and. -informal,. for their
informAtion needs. These differences may, of course, be-accidental.

-- -If'hey- are not, tley -iiiglit be explainedbY a variety of factors
or, their combination: by differences in education (the-Communist
Party members with high selection- scores all: had- a complete
university education); or by residence (rural versus Moscow9 ); or,
most interestingly, by differences-in thedemnands of the particular
Party-occupational roles.

A look at the choices of individual "experiment. articles"
shows that the categories in Table 2.1 comprise -materials of
varying appeal to the readers. But the ,overall differences in fre-
quencies of selection according to education and political involve-
inent are preserved throughout. Among the speeches, those most
frequently Chosen by the Leaders were two policy speeches
made by Brezhnev and Demichev on major Soviet holidays.'I
Both speeches cover a wide range of topics: Party organization,
ideological work, the Soviet economy, the international communist
movement, the U.S.S:R.'s relationship. with the West, and her
reaction tothe -United States' presence in Vietnam. Besides lengthy
passages-on the Soviet Union's and the socialist camp's achieve-
ments in most of the sectors enumerated, the speeches contain
criticisms of Khnashchev's reorganization of the'Party structure
and of failures in agricuilture,.as well as analysis and policy state-

9The three Communist Party members with low selection scores had rural residence;
the Party members with high seleciion scores lived in-Moscow. (However, only two of
the four nonmembers lived in Moscow; one other lived in a provincial capital, another in
a small town.)

10L. 1. Brezhnev, "47th Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution"
(report at the formal meeting in the Kremlin Palace of Congresses, November 6, 1964),
Ptvda, November 7, 1964, pp. 1-3, translated in The C'urrent Digest of the Soiet Press,
Vol. 16, No. 43 (1964)1 pp. 3-9; and P. N. Demichev, "Leninism Is the Scientific
Foundation-of the Party's Policy" (report at the formal meeting in honor of the 95th
anniversary of V. I Lenin's birth), Izvestia, April 23. 1965, pp. 1-2. translated in The
Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Vol. 17, No. 17 (1965), pp. 3-8.
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ments on auxiliary plots of -farmiers, on the U.S.S.R.'s conflict
with China, etc.

The spedches most -Popular among the Nonleaders, but Which
were widely chosen by -the Leaders also-, were one speech, anjd a-
set of speeches dealing-with Soviet foreign relations, These-speeche~s
contain statements o: -foreign policy, but also vivid acccunts
;of leaders' travels, abroad-a nd- -to the Soviet Union, and- vigjvtte

of: 'Lma inerst ~toil 'rFQr -sone :df te Noleaders
with lower edtic'eation th-e speec4hes were -the- only mnaterial
-h si ifteyaos ny of-fThe "experiment articles"a l.

N - t ae r aI simil a to th- -hse speeches which is A-ot inidl.ded- -amohg
-flie- len "eikprimet - articles" was also- m.idely popular, fore-

61-p lip th transcript- of a. press co -rlen~cc- -w' lt -S'v f Forci'
-- Minister44tm~r

-Afifth- sotch whc.deals.-with- an -c-e, 4h ;thCe tvoi~t- Uron
Tahas-no-mo re than jeginal.-n prtc,' vo d te interest

except among- the-ILcadersY4'"-

1A.N. KoPsygin,. "On -th-_ Trip--to- Socialist Couintries of Asia," Izvestia, February
271, 1965, p _I;, -trallslated in-- The eufrent Digstof the Soviet Press, Vol. 17, No. 9
(1965), pp. 3-9; and a set of specches, -made by K-osygin and Shastri on the occasion
of the late Indiar Prime Minister~s Visit -to- the Soviet -Union. We consider these two
speeches, together with the introduction to them-, as-one item here, since in the news-
paper they are presented as a unit under one -title: "May- the Friendship and Cooperation
betwveen the Peoples of the Soviet Union and the Republic of India Develop and Grow
Stronger!" (Soviet-Indian Friendship Rally), Pravda, May 16, 1965, pp. 1-2, translated
(the introduction as a condensed text, the speeches in full) in The Current Digest oft/ic
Soviet Nress, Vol. 17, No. 20 (1965), pp. 7-11.

Il2Of the fifteen Nonleaders with lower education, nine chose betwveen one and four
articles each. Of the three who chowe only one article, each chose one of Kosygin's
"Asia speech" or the Kosygin-Shastri speeches.

1"nthe Friendly Family of Peoples of the USSR: Toward New Successes in tile
Building of Communism. Presentation of the Order of Lenin to thle Azerbaidzhan
Republic," Izvestia, May 22, 1965, pp. 1-2, translated (condensed text) in The Current
Digest of the Soviet Press, Vol. 17, No. 21 (1965), pp. 3-5.

14 P'ercentage of respondents in a given group who chose:

Nonleaders with Nonleadersw~ith
>0yarsofedu- -<10 years of edu-

Leaders cation cation

(1) The Brezhnev Speech 100 37 21
(2) The IDerichev Speech 80 19 0
(3) The Kosygin "Asia Speech" 80 64 42
(4) The Kosygin-Shastri Speeches 67 43 36
(5) The Podgorny "Azerbaidzhian

Speech" 56 0 8
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The patterns° of selection pf the remaining five "experiment
afides" illustrate-a. distinctinti among "political" materials that
-W, -s 5hould -have liked :to have made in our analysis above if we
had been de.i ing with larger numbers of articles. The distinction
is, bet'wee. -articfeS dealing- specifically with Party matters and

a ticJeS of mrore general "political" content. The latter type is
.-.o 1 well reprened amog -.the raining five articles: the only

artcle in, file category is an- analysis of the relations between
the Party and the intelligentsia.' We find it selected with high
frequency by the Party and intelligentsia respondents. The other

-political podval, which deals with questions of Party organization,16

was selected -only by the Leaders.

An editorial deals with the same topic as the second podval, i.e.,
Party organization. 7 The data on selection, and the respondents'
comments suggest that the respondents expected to learn more
on the topic from an editorial than from the podval (which is by
an author who is "not well-known"). All respondents who selected

the podval also selected the editorial, and there are others who
selected the editorial only.' 8 Those who later read both articles

said that they found their predictions confirmed.

The last two among the ten "experiment articles" are two

15 A. Rumyantsev, "The Party and the Intelligentsia," Pravda, February 21, 1965,
pp. 2-3, translated in The Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Vol. 17, No. 7 (1965),
pp. 3-4, 35.

16V. Stepanov, "Organization Is a Leninist Principle," Pravda, January 12, 1965,

pp. 2-3, translated (condensed text) in The Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Vol. 17,
No. 3 (1965), pp. 34.

17"Fidelity to Leninist Organizational Principles," Pravda, November 18, 1964, p. 1,
translated in The Current Digest of the Soviet Press,Vol. 16, No. 45 (1964), pp. 34, 16.

18percentage of respondents in a given group who chose:

Nonleaders with > 10 Nonleaders with -<10
Leaders years of education years of education

(6) The podral on "Party
and Intelligentsia" 80 87 14

(7) The podi'al on Party
organization 44 6 0

(8) The editorial on Party
organization 78 6 7
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economic aiaafves- wfich we~re chtosen wthsirniar",equnces.'

19 L. Kassirov, "Pioblems of the EcOnoniieg of '-Agicultutc: katorial In tj-4esand Production," Pravda. January 22, 1965, p. 2, 'tianslated it Th Cituew.t.Dige- iof the Soviet Press, Vol. 17, No. 3 (1965), pp. 10I4l (1This.artic'isa.tro-stateent.
in favor of a new farm price policy and the profit system.)

G. Lisichkin and A. Dolenko (special correspondeits), "Letter with -Commeniy:rWasteful Haste," Izvestia, April 29,-1965, p. 3, translatedinThe .vrent Digest O t..Soviet Press, Vol. 17, No. 17 (1965), pp. 9-10. (An article challenging-iasty conversionof collective farms into state farms, criticizing the inefficiency resulting Thi6u-,rtain -administrative- measures on state farms.) 
-

Percentage of respondents in a given group who chose:

Nonleaders with->1- Nonleadbers With <10
Leaders years of education years of educati6.

(9) "Material Incentives" 67 47 13-(10) "Wasteful Haste" 60 43 21

/
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Chapter Three

SELECTION OF CONTENT WITHIN ARTICLES

After the respondents had finished selecting articles, they wece
asked to read those from among the ten "experiment articles"'I which they had sete-d. In this chapter we present our findings
on the modes oe -redi , .v.mci vpe oserved, and on. the respon-
dents' evalutin oT W -e te . it.i U "pa.
ticularly i--ipoea t es_mor nt friereng."

There were two ibasic moce- f:reading. The first was that of
~wreading the material woid for- wr, whnever it was looked at

at all. In hs mode there appeared toby :' o (ifference in thesped o radig thr usihout .!.T ek~ ~h second mode wasspeed of readin -a UU. -File

an alternation between skimmming (or "reading quckly") and
- reading s-to ,y and thioroug!j!y. This- rnat

rWan --ateat ion involved units
of size from part of a ,aragra6h to any number of paragraphs
-in the article. The respondents fell into two groups, depending
on which mode of reading they primarily used. The members
of one group read every article in the same way: word for word.
In the second group, a reader would either alternate between
skimming and -reading closely in every article he read, or he would
do so in all but one or two of the articles. The exceptions were
a couple of articles which contain mainly or only analytical
material (discussion, criticisms, policy-relevant statements), and
little or no filler or propaganda: the podval "Party and Intelli-
gentsia," (6), and the two articles on economic problems, (9)
and (10).

Table 3.1 shows that styles of reading differ with education
and political involvement. Alternation between skimming and
reading closely was typical of the Leaders, while the Nonleaders
with lower education typically read the material word for word.2

1Because of time limitations, five respondents who had chosen one or more "experi-
ment articles" were, however, not asked to participate further in the experiment,
and others could not always be asked to read all the articles they had selected.

2"the one exception in this group is a respondent who left the Soviet Union after

graduation from secondary school and becamie a universit' student first in another
communist and later i a non-communist country. With regard to methods of reading
his responses bklog more properly with those of the higher educational group.
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Two thirds of the Nonleaders with higher education were skimmers.
one third. were close readers.
We should note that we are dealing with a continuum of read-

ing skill, not a dichotomy. For example, the respondent in the
group of Leaders who tended to read the material word for word
read more quickly than did the respondents in the lowest educa-
tional group. With minor exceptions, the skimmers identified the
material that they read closely as the same as the material that
they considered "particularly important or interesting.'" The ratio
of material skimmed to material read within the same article
varied from respondent to respondent. The close readers, who
read all the material in the same way, marked certain passages
separately as "particularly important or interesting."

Table 3.1

Styles of Reading the "Experiment Articles"

Main!y A Iter;nated
Between Skimming Read Articles

and Reading Word for Word

Lead'ers (N = 8)* 7 1

Nonleaders with Higher
Education (N = 12)' 8 4

Nonleaders with Lower
Education (N = 9) 1 1 8

*Two Leaders wery not asked to perform this part of the experiment. This
group now includes only respondents with > 10 years of education.

tThree Nonleaders with higher education were not asked to perform this part
of the experiment. 0.ie other respondent in this group did not choose any of
the ,en "experiment articles."

ITwo fifths of the Nonleaders with lower education are eliminated at this
stage, since they did not choose any of the ten articles. This leaves in this
group seven respondents with a ten year education, and two with >7, <i0
years of education.

In some cases, a respondent skipped part of the material in an
article completely. lie might either pick up reading again at a later
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point in the article or stop e~ading the article altogether, noting

that it was less interesting than or different from what he had
expected it to be. We will discuss these patterns in the next chapter,
when we analyze the respondents' styles of reading in more detail.
The rest of the analysis in this chapter is based on the material
that the respondents actually looked at.

Each of the ten articles used in the experiment contains a
mixture of different types of content. There are policy statements,
criticisms of domestic matters or of a foreign country, other
analytical statements, routine statements and propaganda. The
ratio of analytical-critical-policy content to general information-
propaganda content among the material chosen by different
groups of readers as "particularly important or interesting" was
higher among thL. Leaders and the American students of Soviet
society than among the Nonleaders.

For the purpose of our analysis, six judges3 classified the con-
tent of the ten articles into six content categories. The unit of
measurement was generally the paragraph in the text; but in a
few cases in which a paragraph clearly contained two themes
it was split into two units. The six content categories were defined
as follows:

Cd Criticism of a domestic situation or policy.

Cf Criticism of a particular situation in, or of the actions
or policies of, a foreign country.

P A policy statement or suggestion, referring to a
domestic issue; or, in international affairs, to a
position held by the Soviet Union.

A Analysis of a point which is central to the article;
factual material presented as an integral part of
the analysis.

I Information not central to an argument in the article;
3Thu judges were five graduate students at M.I.T. or Harvard University, in political

scientv or Far Eastern history, who had some experience in reading the current com-
munist press, and one recent emigre from an East F.uropean country, where this person
had worked as a teacher.
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often routine statements, e.g. introducing a speech,
or presenting facts which may be presumed to be
widely known; restatements of Marxist-Leninist doc-
trine which are not part of a central argument;
general expression of good wishes; "human interest"
material (few instances).

C Interpretation of a fact or of a claim in terms highly
favorable to the U.S.S.R. or the socialist camp,
generally presented in strongly emotive language.
(C stands for "achievements claimed.") This category
may also include negative comparisons between the
capitalist and the communist systems. (Factual
comparisons without interpretation, however, were
scored I. Critical references to other countries, when
no comparison was involved, were scored Cf.)

In the analysis presented below we grouped this material into two
categories. The first category consists of analytical material:
domestic criticism, policy-relevant statements, and analysis (Cd ,
P, A). The second category consists of general information-propa-
ganda material: noncentral information, highly emotive interpreta-
tions favorable to the U.S.S.R. (claims or propaganda), and criti-
cism of foreign countries4 (I. C, C ).I All except the two economic
articles (9) and (10), were found to contain both types of materials.
The economic articles were classified as containing only analytical
material. The data on how these two articles were read are there-
fore not included in the following analysis.

A further note on the coding needs to be included here. Some
of the material that was classified as analytical material is also,
according to all or at least to several of the six judges, esoteric

4While we had a priori grouped together the categories A, P, and C on the one hand,
and I and C on the other (a grouping which was confirmed as meaningful by the patterns
of the respondents' choices), the assignment of C to the cluster of I and C is strictly
empirically derived: we had no hypothesis as to tie pattern into %%hich the choices of
this category would fall.

5The six judges agreed in their classification of the articles' content into the two
nmajor categories in 801 of the cases. Where there %%as incomplete agreement on any of
the six categories, three judges then discussed the case and together arrived at one
classification.
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communication. For example, all judges asserted-as did the
respondents who read the article-that in the podval on Party
organization the passages criticizing the shortcomings of the
earlier reorganization of the Party structure refer to Khrushchev.
Had this reference not been recognized, these passages would still
have been coded in the same manner Cd). But there were a
number of paragraphs which might have been classified as general
information-propaganda material, but were in fact classified as
analytical material, since they were judged to contain formulae the
use and the exact wording of which "is not accidental" (to use the
appropriate phrase from Soviet language). An example of such a
formula is the terms used to evaluate meetings with foreign
delegations in the U.S.S.R. or with foreign heads of state abroad
("In a friendly, comradely atmosphere we exchanged views. ...";
"We consider the meetings and talks with the Chinese leaders to
have been useful" 6).

The results presented in Section 1 of Table 3.2, and in more
detail in Appendices A and B, show that the ratio of analytical to
general information-propaganda content among the passages
selected as "particularly important or interesting" in the eight
articles is lowest in the case of the Nonleaders with lower
education, and rises as we go from this group to the Nonleaders
with higher education and then to the Leaders. We observe further
that by this measure the Cambridge group turn out to be the most
critical readers. 7 This is an interesting finding, although it is
perhaps not surprising after all, since these respondents are
analysts of Soviet society by their profession, and have never lived
the daily lives of members of Soviet society. When we tabulate
these data for each article separately, as we did in Appendix B, we
find that with one minor exception (a reversal of the pattern by
one percentage point, in the case of one article) the results go in
the same direction in every case.

6Kosvgin's "Asia speech," (3).
7The figure in Appendix A shows these results broken down by all six content

categories, and shows also how the total content of the articles breaks down into
the six categories.
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Table 3.2

Content of Passages Chosen as "Particularly Important or
Interesting" Material in Eight Soviet Newspaper Articles, by
Three Groups of Former Residents of the U.S.S.R. and by a
Group of American Analysts of Soviet Society

Percentage Percentage
Analytical General Infonnation--

(N) * (n)t Content Propaganda Content

1. Nonleaders
Education<10years (10) (144) 39 61
Education >10 years (22) (303) 60 40

Leaders (29) (466) 63 37
Cambridge Group (74) (854) 72 28

(X2 = 67.850 p <001 3 d.f.)

2. Nonleaders with Education >10 years
Close Readers (3) (25) 52 48
Skimmers (19) (278) 61 39
(X 2 = 0.803 p>.30 1 d.f.)

* N = number of articles read.

t n = number of units marked in N articles as "particularly important or
interesting" material = figure on the basis of which the percentages were
computed.

Within the group of Nonleaders with higher education we can
also compare the choices of the skimmers with those of the close
readers. The skimmers adjusted their style of reading according to
the interest the material had for them. We therefore ask ourselves
whether these differences go together also with differences in
critical reading, i.e., in the ratio of analytical to general informa-
tion-propaganda material designated as "particularly important
and interesting." The results, as shown in item 2 of Table 3.2, go
in the expected direction (the ratio is higher for the skimmers),
but they are not statistically significant.
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Chapterfour

HOW THE "EXPERIMENT ARTICLES" WERE READ

In: this chapter, weshow in, detail :the various ways in which
-tile ten "experiment articles" were read. Before the articles are
treated individually, some general assessments of the style of
skimmerstand close readers can,-be made.

-More often than not the, skimmers-particularly the 'Leaders
among them, who were, the resPondentsmost highly socialized
into-the newspapers- began an article by skimmingand read more
closely -later on. -However, the last, paragraphs in an article were
most frequently skimmed' they are indeed generally merely
restatements of .a point made earlier, or fillers or propaganda
statements. (This last observation disproves a claimt that has
been -made: that it is, generally the next-to-the-last paragraph in
such Soviet newspaper articles that contains tle. clueto Athe whole
article, and that it is herefore this passage that sophisticated.,
Soviet readers pay particuiar attention to.)The decision to switch,
'rom one mQde of reading 'to the other within an -article seems
to have been governed more by content than by structure. Breaks $
in ,the layout of an article were ignored by' sophisticated readers
when, in fact, the argument continted across such breaks.

The skimmers fiardly skipped material except in the speeches
given by Brezhnev and Demichev on the two most important
-Soviet -holidayS. Were tile standard l'omat of the articles was
generally used as a- guide. The, skimmers seem to ,have known
!from tle subtitles and probably also from, the position of 'the,
different sections of the speeches which sections would contain:
,some new information and which they should therefore read.
We observed high agreement, among these readers-on which, sections
to skip, and 'some commented' spontaileously on why they were
omitting a given section' of the speech. Speeches ;given on ,unique
-occasions rather than on -recurring holidays (which are not sine-
ilirly structured) were, on the other hand, generally looked at in
their entirety, as were the shorter articles.

The close readers skipped entire segments within an article
more frequently andin a wider range of articles than the skimmers,
and even in some instances gave up, reading, an article altogether
parta-way Athrough. While :the skimmers tended to skip large- parts
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of an artjicle if they skipped; anything at all' the close readers
skipped small units-a paragraph or a couple of paragraphs-and

: frequently used Various.typographical features of an- article to

determine the ppints at wliich they would, stop :reading or pick
up again. Such, -features were, for examiple, the section markings
'in the Brezlhev and Demichev speech!es the word "applause,"
in heavy type and between parentheses, after vIious paragrpiphs
,in the same speeches; breaks in an article that were indicated by
a typographical device but did not correspond to the organization,
of the article's content; sentences or paragraphs set off in heavy
type; or simply numbers -that appeared somewhere in-a-paragraph.
But there was no observable pattern, from pne respondent ,to

another,, of what ,these readers skipped in a.given article, nor, did
'their comments "indicate that they were generally aWare of what
type of cOntent they were'omitting.

Some articles contained quotations from Lenin's writings and
from Soviet Communist Party resolutions and other Party docu-
ments. Thesequotations were generally short and were presented
as integral parts of the argument ji. the. article. We cannot say
that such quotations were generally more or less closely read
'than the rest of the article. 'It seemed that it was- the context in
which 'the quotations appeared that primarily accounted for how
they were attended to.

As we noted in Chapter 3, the skimmers generally indicated
that the Passages which they read closely -in an article were also
those which ,they considered, Particularly impor/taniit: oriii teresting.
The close readers indicated their selections of such passages by
marking them separately. We have noted also -that the Leaders'
choices of particularly importantor inteiesting~material contained'
the highest percentage of analytical, critical,, and policy-relevant
material', while the choices by the Nonleaders with higher educa-
tion contained a( somewhat lower percentage of such material
and those by the Nonleaders with lower-educatioft the, lowest of
all. We turn now to the individual articles and shall show in some
detailhow they were read.

(1), (2), The Brezhnev and Denichei' speeches. There are no
more festive occasions in. the cycle of the ,Soviet year than those,
at which these two speeches were made: the anniversary of the
October Revolution (Brezhnev's speech), and the anniversary
of Lenin's birth (Deinichev's speech). The speeches are similar in
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'length, structure and content. Each takes- Up at least two pages-in
the newspaper and. is divided into several- sections.In the follow-
ing-suinary of-the ifidividualsections we also indicate the.order
-in which the sections appear in' the speeches and. how they. are -

subtitled.

Brez/ei, Speech: DemichevSpeech:.

Section 1_: Section 1: Irs
(no subtitle) (no subtitle) introductory eitions the occa--

sibn for the, gathering,-welcomes- }
, i~he- guests.| '

z, Section 2: Section 2:
&'The World-His- "Marxist-Lenin- Comments on virtues of Marxism- 4

4torie'Victories of ist Science, Leninism. The Brezhnev speech
.4 GreatOctober" Transforming. enumerates achievements, inter-

theWorld" national~anid domestic, since the I
4 October revolution; the Demi-- j

chev speech is more- general.
mainly stressing that- Marxism-
Leninism is the only theory of

,development 'that has 'stood up
to the test of history. 'Mentions
the then-recent reorganization of
theParty-structure.

Section 3: 'Section 3:
"By the'Leninist "Leninist Prin- Discussion of economic policies.
Course to the ciples of Guid- The Brezhnev speech deals with
Victory of om- ing the Eco- a wide variety of issues: the
nmunism!" nony" raising of the qualityof industrial'

products, the question of econo-
-mic stimuli, -agricultural policies,
'housing, services. The Demichev
speech deals 'primarily with the
agricultural, sector.

Section 4: Section.5:
"The Banner of' "For Strength- Discussionof the U.S.S.R.'s rela-
October is the eningthe Unity tionship with other socialist coun-
Binner of Struggle and Solidarity tries; methods of settling con-
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Brezhnev Spegc: DermichevSpeech: -

Section 4 (cont.): Section5(cont):
fo-rPeace and of the Socialist flicts in the international Com-
Socialism" Commonwealth munist movement; the U.S.S.R.,s

ofPeoples"; and relation with the developing-
countries, her psition on the

Section 6: "struggle:for national liberation".;
"Fight in a Len- the U.S.RI's relaAion with, the-
inist Way Against capitalist World (trade., arms'.
ImperiAlism, race. etc.).
Strengthen the
Unity of All
Revoluiionary,
Forces"

Seciion,5: Section.4:
"The Communist "Lenihism:and: Discussion- of ideological w-ork
Party Is the the Upbringing rearing of the "new-Soviet- man."
Militant Vanguardz of the Working
of theSoviet People" People"

The least-read sections in the two speeches were clearly the,
first and the second: the 'introduction, and the section dealing,
with the merits. of Marxist-Leninist theory and the victories of
socialism since-the-Octobet Revolution.!- The two Party members
-who skipped both sections in both speeches remarked with regard
tIo section- 2" that they "did'i not need to read this"-they "knew
this from school." The generally most read (versus skipped) or
-most closely ,read sections Were those dealing with the economy
and with. international relations. One respondent ;called' the last
section in the Demichev speech', which deals with the U.S.S.R.'s
relations both With capitalist and with socialist, countries, the
"reason"-for the speech. The Leaders did not skip the section on
ideological Work while the Nonleaders did.

'Number of respondents who read the.two'spceches, (1) and (2), in the exoeriment:

Both Brezhnev Demichet'
Speeches Only Only

leaders 5 1 1
Nonleaders withl-igher education 3 3 0
Noidleaders with lowereducation 0 3 0
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'Five out Of sevenw:Lcadexs looked at tle speeches'" entire teXt,o
two skipped large pottioils. Among six, Nonleaders with higher
edtcation one strongly, afifi-Soviet respondent stopped reading,
after lthree paragrfaphs in the introductoiy part Io the Brezhnev

* /° .. speech. Another, , close .rea der skipped around ,i one ofthe
speeches in- rather "haphazard" fashion: the several sections of
-.the speech are arranged across two columns; in more than one
instance thisrespondentjiumpedfron one-sectionacross, a subtitle
down.into alnother section, and then, in the next column, back

to ,the- earlier section. Most respondents in this group,, however,
skipped' Jarger portions of the two speeches; we,: recorded only two
out of. six readings, of the entire text without skipping. Two
Nonleaders with lower education read the entire Brezhnev speech,

X_ - -while A third frequently skipped small portions of the text.

We turn now to the styles of reading observed with, the other
speeches inthe experiment.Kosygin 's "Asia speech" (3),,'Kosygin's
-and Shastri's speeches taken' together (4), and Podgorny's, speech
(5), each make 'up about one page in the respective issues of the
newspapers. The speeches are not. fortrally subdivided into indi-
vidual sections. We observed little skipping of large segments.
-of these speeches. On the other hand, we observed that the skim-
mers skimmed no other material as quickly as these three articles.

(3). Kosjygins "Asia speech.'' Its content can be outlined
as follows:,

Four paragrapis:

A- Soviet delegation, has just returned' from their visit to the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam and' the Korean People's
-Democratic Republic. 'On their way they stopped over twice in
Peking. This-triphas shown very vividly to the travelers how great
and boundless the commonwealth of socialist countries is. The
purpose, of the trip was an exchange of opinions and the
stretigthening of fraternal relationswith North Vietnam and-North
'Korea.

Twenty-nine paragraphs on the delegation's visit to Nortih Vietnam,
followed by twelve' paragraphs deailing with the visit to Korea. These
two passages are similarly structuretd.

Statements concerning the warm-welcome the visitors:,received and
their impressions of the country, which has risen from a down-
trodden colonial possession to a proud builder of communism.
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A statement on, the character of tle meeting,("delighted to meet
with Comrade "Ho- Chi Minh .... ""fiiendly.,comradely :atmos-
pliere" of- thfe talks:in North-Korea).

A set of statements on, the international political situation as'it,
impinges on the-country, -criticismsof the. United'States' actions in
this context, and promises of Soviet assistance (in-the case of
Vietnam.unspecified ofwhat kind; in the case of Korea, specified
as military assistance). MOSt attention is givent tO'the war in Viet-
nam. to the nature of the'liberation movement in the South, and-
to United States interference, The parallel passage in-the report on."
the Korean visit is shorter; there is the assertion that the. Soviet
Union considers -the "Korean question" an -inteina -affair, and,
that U.S. troops should be-withdiawnfrom South:Korea.

Expressions of gratitude for friendly, comradely talks and the -' .-
warm welcome received.

Two paragraphs:

The meetings enhanced theunity between the Soviet, Union and'
the countries visited. The speaker-brings to-the Soviet, people'the
greetings of their Vietnameseafid Korean friends.

Ten paragraphs dealing with the delegation's two "stopovers" in
Peking:-

There was "frank exchange of opiniOns on problems of mutual
interest" (the international situation, the, world- Communist
movement, the relations between the Soviet, and Chinese, parties,
and cotntries). Restatement, of the Soviet positiononwsucli-issues -

as the possibility of prevention of a world war, the possibility-of
peaceful coexistence, and the-methods of achieving unity in the
world Communist movement. The talks are described as having
been "useful." Call for unity. -No statement praising the Chinese.

The speaker thanks the audience for its attention.

There was no agreemefit among the skimmers as to how they
would begin to read the speech,. Some of the five skimmers among
the Leaders2 began by reading it closely, as did some of the
four skimmers among the Nonleaders with higher education,

2Numiber of respondents-who read Kosygin's "Asia Speech," (3):

Leaders 6
Nonleaders with higher education, 5
Nonleaders witi lower education 4
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While the other skimmers in these groups started out by skimming.
-Withifi the speech-, we recorded- that the :two groups read less,
closely and marked fewer passages as "particularly important or
fitbresting" in the :sections on the delegation's welcome and the

countries' progress ii economic.construction- and building social-
ism, than in.those concerning.the seriousness of the war inVietnam,
and assuraites of Soviet assistance. The short section on the
-meeting with, the Chinese leaders at the end- of the speech, was,
read closely or marked, as "important" :by A six Leaders, but by
-only.two-ofthe five Nonleaders-wi1,h highertedUcation.

The last two paragraphs, whichae routihe statements-reiter

atingthe need for unity in the international.Communist movement,
calling for, peace in the world, and expressing the speaker's thanks,

- for-the audience's attention-Were skimmfed by the skimmers and
remained unmarked by the two close readers in the two groups.,

One. of the four Noniaders With, loWer education stopped
reading less than half-way through the speech- without having
found- any passage- "patticularly important or interesting." His
-comment- Was that he "'knew ,already What the article was-.about
and, how it would'-go on." The two other close readers in the
group found "particularly important or interesting" material -if
-the passages dealing with Vietnam.;One marked general informa-
tion and propaganda passages dealing, with Nortly Vietnam's
general achiieverients in. building the society, as well' as passages
analyzing 'the pd0liticil ad- miilitary conflict in South Vietnam;
the ot!er selected-,only~anmong: the lat-ter; -more analytical, -material.
Tie oply skimmerin the group behaved, like the Leaders, reading
clsel tlie more analytical and policy-relevant passages in tlie
seetioisAon jl itree countries. He begat by skimming the article,

awd he also skimnied thelast three paragraphs.

(4). The'litroducwtorv article and two speeches on the Kosygin-
Shastri meeting. When indicatingin the first part of the experiment
what materials in the newspapers they would have read,, half the
respondents who chose apy of this series of items chose both
the, introductory article aid the two speeches and' the other
half chose the speeches only. The introductory article, about a
quarter of a page in length, contains noanalytical. policy-relevant,
or critici[ material, it merely states the occasion for the speedhes
and presents short excerpts or summaries of the greetings extended
to Prime Minister Shastri by various Soviet officials and other
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guests at the Mosco; meeting. The content. of the two majori spechs~b~osginnd Shastri. can-be outlined as-follows:

Koxygi Speech $0sliaspeecli

Welcomfe to, the visitors and hail to The s peaket is honored to be 51 this
Soviet -Indian friendship. Nothing rnetiiig. Hail to Soviet- - Indian
in, fl-e developmen( of Soviet - friendship; Nothing in the-develop-jIndian ties-is directed-against- other mnrt of Soviet - Indian 'i~is

courkrs~S.directed againist other countries.

The tU.SS&. provides an .-example India supports -the aspirt~so
(victorv -over -fascism) as Well as peoples under colonial' rule
support forithe national libekation -(Angola. S. Africa. etc;). Thie
movement. Praise of India's and USISKR and India agree on. this
othier nations' libera'tion.. -But- issue.. They -must cooperate to
c&rtain- countries -are stillistruggling. -strengthen- prace.

Citieismof.U.S. interference inthe 'Statement of alaim over the sitinai-
internal, affairs of other countries tion -in -Vietnam. (Daniger to peace.)
e~g.. the Congo. South Vietnqam. All outside interference in icitilarr
The UiiitedSae poe -the should be- ended. No military solu--'
nlational liberation- myemrern. But. tion is possible there.
it "hides this oppositionibyspaking-
about a "Comimunist threat." Th:
cause of all freedom-loving peoples--
is a't stak in Vietnam. The Soviet
Union. therefore. is aidim-Vietniam
to strengthedn its -dfease -capacity.,

The U....respects a, country's
policy of nonalignment (which is
not the same as narrow "neutral-
ism").

The U .S. welcomfes strife between
liberated states.

The Soviet Uiifion wishies peace. But The spread of niuclear weapons is
it i-,not- frightened by the might of the iiost serious threat to peace.
any country. The U.S.S.R.'s miii- China- ,1 ,ently exploded a nuiclear
tary capacity is high, device. Certaini countries are trying

to, violate I ndia's :borders. India is
always ready for discussions. but
also for armned defense, if necessai y.
India Favors disarmiament and
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Ksygin Speech Shastri Speech

congratulates the USS.R. on her*..nliatiL'e regarding -the-test ban

-treaty.

There are',ard times- ahead' inthe
Indianeconomv.

Praise nd examples of Soviet - ExpressiOn of confidence that the
lndnian friendship and cooperation. friendship between the -Indian and'
-Best wishes to-the Indian peopk. the Soviei -peoples Will grow
The Soviets are pleased' with the stronger. Need to, work to restore
t2Iks of the -last -few days. May the peace. Thanks ,for warm welcome.
Soviet peoplesfriendship with the The. Indian people $ends- its,
Indian people grow stronger. greetings.

Because of limitations of time only eight of the seventeen
respondents who had seiected to read these speeches were infact
asked to -do so.' The only Leader, a close reader, showed no
consistent pattern in how she read the two speeches. in Kosygin's
speech she marked the least anaiytical, passages (the beginning
-of the speech tip to -the comments on national- liberation, and
the concluding passages on Soviet-Ilndian friendship) as "important"
while in Shastri's speecishe selected a' larger number of passages
as well as a higher percentage. of analytical passages (neither the
introductory inor the concluding passages: rather those dealing
with, threat of war, disarmament., and India's -border problemis).

One of the skinmni-ersamong theNonleaders with higher educa-
tion read the Kosygin- speech in a manner similar to -that of the
Leader. However, he read only up to the passages on national
liberation and then stopped reading, commenting that lie would
not go on to read Shastri's. speech because lie knew on the basis
of 'the Kosygin speech that lie was not to "expect anything from-
Shastri's." Two other skimmers read closely a mixture of passages
in 'the two speeches. Most frequent attention was paid to questions
of the United States' relations with other-countries, Soviet military

3Respoindens who read the speeches on thc Kosygin-Shastri meeting. (4):

Leaders I
Nonleaders-with higher education 4
Nonleader with lower education 3
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-!iffairs. nonalignment. and the defense status of developing coun-
-tries. These. two readers began by skimming both speeches, -one-

also skimmed the -last paragra~phs in the twospeeches. the other
read- them closely. The last respondent-in the group., a close-reader
who. chose to read -only Shastri's speech, marked a passage on

L 4 every major theme in the speech as "important."
Three Nonleaders with lower education read closely ormarked

as "important" most frequently the :less analytical and critical
passages in the speeches. -particularly ,the first and, the last pari-
graphs. One of them, a -close reader, marked also a number of
the more analytical statements on internationalissues.

(5),Podgorn,'s- "A zerbaidzhan speech, " An introductory arti- , -

€!e of slightly more than a quarter of a-page states the occasion for
the festive gathering (presentation of the :Order Of Lenin to the
Azerbaidzhan. Republic)- at which-Podgorny spoke and summarizes
shorter speeches made before Podgorny's. This, introduction
contains no analytical or critical or policy-relevant material.
The-following is -a summary-of Podgorny's speech:

Expression of joy that the Azerbaidzhan Republic is given the
Order-of Lenin. -DisCussion of Azerbaidzhan's development in the
economic, educational and cultural sectors. Some criticism of
the Republic's economy.

Enumeration of improvements in the Soviet economy as a whole.
Comparisons with the economies of several Western European
nations. Discussion of the tasks faced by the Soviet economy. The
unity of the Party and the people. their labor traditions, are the
guarantees that new successes will be achieved.

Discussion of the growth of the world system of socialism and of
successes of national liberation struggles. Azerbaidzhan's contri-
bution to aid to the developing nations. Socialism is winning
the minds and hearts of the people by example. Criticism of the
U.S.: as "world gendarme." The U.S.S.R. is taking concrete
measures to strengthen Vietnam's defense capacity. United. the
working class and the peoples of the whole world will defend
peace on earth.

Three of the six ,_spondents who were recorded in Chapter 3
as having selected either or both items on Azerbaidzhan said that
they would look at the introduction only- "just to see why
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Aff-'1,6iAzerbaidzhah was given the Order."' Two others chose .both the,
introduction -and the speech, and one the speech only. The latter
-three (all 1eaders) were aske~d- to read the speech.

Tepassages -that mobst consiste~ntly found- intrs mn
-thle three -respondents, were those dealing- Witk problems in thle.
Azerbaidzhan and/or-thle enitire-Soviet- economy, and the beginning
of the. criticism of American ivolvement in Vietnam. (Put only
'one skimmffer conitinued- to read, this 'last passage closely. The
-close rea der stopped reading -the sp-eech at this point -altogether,
noting- that -this -topic had -no-place in a --speech -honoring A-zer-
baidzhafi.) Two -of the three respondents read closely -or miarked
as "iniportanit"'also -variouis passagespraising Azerbaidzhian's de.vel-
p pm ent. The two6 skimmners passed- quickly over'both the _intro-
dultctory and the -oincluiding -passages.

We tun no to he fve shorter, more anaytical articles,

beginning-With

(6). 'The podi'a- on "Party and- Intelligentia." this article -

was selected by a larger numnber of Nonleaders With higher educa-
ltion than any -other -of the 'tell artiles. It was also -selected by
a large numnber of tile Leaders,- but, only by one, Nonleader with
lower education.' Thi-7 article consists of a, brief introduction,
which is followed by threc, sections numbered I to 3. without
subtitles. Its content can be summarized as follows.

Introduction:

The in tell igcn tsia is a large and important stratumn in) Soviet
society. and the Comnit ist Party devotes a great deal of at ten- -

tion to it.

Section I summarizes the Marxist-Leninist view ont the intelligentsia
.is a social group. (Iti is interspersed, as is also section 2. with two or
three short quotations. of a sentence or a phrase. from- Lenin):

Under capitalism the intelligentsia is not homogeneous . . . At -

different stages of the struggle of the working class, the Party has
different policies toward the intelligentsia: first, win it over. Then.
with the victory of revolution, create a newv people's intelligentsia.

4 See C'huptir 2. The Nonleader with iower education was tIt voting secondary
school ucradua cc who con iinuti'd lii education after Icavine the Soviet Un ion at the ae
ol cigli ecl.
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from, that point Onward' there is no loriger a needfor a special;
-p-oicy-toward the-intelligefitsia..

Section 2recognizes the imp~ttanced6fthe intelligentsia as astrattim
in society -and -cfiticiies-leaders-- Who. -unqualfed.- set tlhemsqlves up '

as judges of-the intelligentsia's work-

the- Party rejects Vugar -notions about -science. which would*
ostracize a line ofzscientific investigation because it isnot directby
linked with practice. Nor musi such concepts.be transferred into

$ the field of social relations. The Leninist tradition opposes sub-
jectivism. highhandedness. -and a scOrnfUl- attitude toward scien-
-tists. Yet "tIhre have beenbcasions when thsefigures in science, 4_
and also ii art, who-made the most noise were trusted most,
although in fact they gave little or-nothing to our society ' .

Section 3 ,presents an ambiguous concession to- the intelligentsia of
freedom initswork:,

"The fruitful developmcfit of science, literature and art requires
the ,existence of variois-schoolsand trends. competing among
themselves and yet joined in theunity of-the dialectical-materialist
World-view..."

Examples of Lenin's considerate attitude toward-the intelligentsia - - -

are-given.

Time is the test of the richness of a work of literature or art. The -

Communist Party has another criterion as well: does the work
enhance the truly human in man? The Soviet People's intelligentsia
cannot conceive its existence outside Communist ideals ...

In observing how the respondents read this podvall we had
the impression that the skimmers, whose speed of reading appeared
to vary over the different articles, read and skimmed this article
more slowly than the speeches, particularly the three last discussed
speeches. A former member of the Party apparat and :wo Non-
leaders stopped reading the article after they had loo :ed at the
introduction and the beginning of the first section. The !wo
Nonleaders found that the article was going to be "too political."

5Number of respondents who read "Party and Intelligentsia." 16):

Leaders 6
Nonleaders with higher education 11
Nonleaders wili lower education I
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The-respondents who -read the article woeall similarin educa-

tion. (See preceding footnote on the Nonleader with "lower
education.)Differences in degree of politicalinvolvementbetween
-these respondents were not reflected i- different patterns of
reading of this particular article, as they had' not been-refiected
in different frequencies of selection of the article. The passage

most closely read or marked as "important" in the first section
was that regarding -the intelligentsia's equal. status with ther
social groups. In the second section, the passage, which: affirihs

the in telligentsia's-finctional role in society and criticizes certain
leaders' attitudes toward this group, was closely -read. Of the
tree sections, the third was the most closeil' lead, in particular

the argumeit dealing with. tile problemn of'freedom in -the .intelli-
gentsia's work and- the criteriaiforits evaluation.

All skimmers -among the Leaderspassed quickly over the fiist
and tile last paragraphs, Which were also skimmed:more , frequently
than read- closely by 'the skimmers among the Nonleaders. There
was no consistent pattern to the reading of initial and final passages
of the individual' sections within the article, except that. skimming
was more common, than close reading in- all, groups.- Quotations
'from 'Communist sources were either skimmed- or read closely,
depending it seemed, on the total' argument of the paragraph' in
which they appeared.

(7). (8). 7"he podval and editorial on Party organization. As
was shown in Chapter 2, these two articles, which deal with the
reorganization of the Party structure after Khrulshchev's fall,
were for all practical purposes chosen by Leaders only. They are
short articles, each taking up about a quarter of a newspaper
page. They are unified in their structure, without division into
sections. The pod'al, (7), entitled "Organization is a Leninist
Principle." contains a mixture of statements on organization.
Most are rather general and do not say anything that could have
been new to the readers. The different paragraphs do not seem
to hang together as parts of a carefully constructed argument.
The sequence of the main statements is as follows:

Soviet organization - a new type of organization --- "has the task
of enlisting the entire population to a man in the administration
of the econonw,. ine state and the entire public life of the
country." People who try "to live at public expense" must not be
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allowed -to- succeed -in doing ,so. the Party and-the-country are

"creating-a, new world." The6-Prty- is, intolerant of stagnation. but-
equally of o6verha~stiness -ink..h i g reorgan izat ions. An examp le
Of a hasty char;ge: was tfe 1962,reorganiz atioii of thleParty 'struc- --

ture. -A retuin. tohe- earlier Party structure is now taking -place.
Aresplute war. must-bc waged-a aft st-slhoricoiings-in the Party's

I dvrk: fascination with the bustle of -meetings instead of-with,
living organizational work,- petty interferences.-in the, activity of
.economic ajg'encies, ngle1ct-oif Party, con ferences. The Party is the-
people's leader., Nlarxist 'Le ninist theory -is a scientific- guide to

acio

The editorial,. (8)4 whichi is entitled' "Fidelity to Leniiiist-
OGrgaiizationa-l,:Principl1es," Cani -be briefly suninmarizedas follows:

Reprt. in thle-first p -r graph-, of the -decision to, reorganize -the
Party structure thatlhas boen taken in the Central'Committee on the

p~evous ay.Seconid p-aragraph' quotation, from this dec ision

Thle 'rst -of the article-enlarges upon the decision. There is cfiti-
cim f he-eriel (ie.Kuhhev.'s l9062)'rqorganization of the

Party structure, which is -now being undone; citations of Practical
examples of -how, -the earlier change in the Party, structure, has
worked out badly; antiounc~nientstofihesteps that will be taken,
to return -to tile former situation. A. few "propaganda" statemen ts
are interspersed. 2s- wellI as statements about Leninist norms of
Party and state life. wvhich do not add anything new to the
argument.

All respondents who chose the podi'al also chose the editorial-.
We are summnarizing hiere the behavior of four individuals, three
of them Leaders.' One Leader stolpped reading the polvail after
hie had skimmned the first eight paragraphs. He -noted: "This
article is by an unknown author. He took pieces from various
other articles and made, uip this one; hie is afraid of' saying any-
thing newv." Thle second Leader also remarked that hie expected
little from tie pod'aL. He skimmned quickly over most of it. Amiong

6 Number of respondents who read the articles on Party organization:

(7) .Podval (8) E~iiorial

Leaders 2 3
N onkeaders with higher education I
Nonleader with lower education 0 (0
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the passages which- he read closely were- those-which indirectly
criticize Khrushchev, -as; Well as a number of passages printed in
heavy type, although-these are. not the most analytical or critical,
, material. The Noileader was also influenced by this typographical
device. He skipped: most of the matedriai in ithe article, reading
only the passages in heavy type.

We turn now to the editorial. Except for the Nonleader, who
stopped reading the editorial entirely after the second para-,
graph, where the topic had been identified, this article was read
more carefully than the pod'aL. One Leader 'read, it word for
word;. The first paragraph was skimmed by one of the skimmers,-
read, closely by the-other. Both read the second paragraph (quota-
tion from the Central Committee resolution)' closely, and- the
close reader marked-it as "important." After this passage-the skim-
mers read most closely the passages Which criticize .the attitudes
behind the earlier reorganization (-subjectivism, harebrained schem-
ing'), and those which show in which way the reorganization had
Worked outbadly. Both.merely skimmed the-last paragraph, which
praises the strength and guiding: role of fhe-Party.

(9), (10), Artices on economic issues.. Of the 'ten articles, the
two ecOnomic ones, "Material Incentives" and "Wasteful Haste,"

alone contain only analytical material and no propaganda or
general information filler. They were generally read-most slowly of
all the articles in the experiment. "Material Incentives," (9), about
a third of a page in length, covers the following ground:

A statement that it is advisable to introduce economic incentives
not only in the industrial sector (a question-that, the author says,
is widely discussed at the time of his writing the article), but also
in the agricultural sector. Suggestion that profit might be the best
single criterion by which to-evaluate the work of each farm, and
that the farms should have more autonomy in the decisions of
what to produce. Changes in the current farm price policy are
suggested. and the considerations behind these suggestions are
presented.

At four points in the article, besides the beginning of the arti-
cle it\.,Vlf, three or four words at the beginning of a paragraph are
printed in capital letters. thereby indicating a break in the article.
But thcre are no spaces between these sections, nor are there
numbers or subtitles. In fact. the argument is continuous, and
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it does not n aturaly fall into .secilons at the:places, where the
form .suggests-a break. With the exception of one Nonleader with
higher education, the resp6ndents seemed-to pay no attention to
this layout.7 That respondent, a dose reader, skipped most of

the article and read o only the passages at the beginning of three
andI at, the end of one section of the article. She concluded- that
she did "not find anythiigimportant-in the article."

In general, -we 6bserved the most systematic :reading by the
group of Leaders. Two of the five Leaders: read- the entire article
closdly, and one skimmed only three paragraphs, although in
other articles, for example in the speeches, all, .had alternated
-between skimming and reading closely. The passages that were
designated as "particularl important" by all Leaders were two
Paragraphs, at different. points, in the article;, in- which -the sugges-
tion to make prdofit the single criterion, for evaluating the work
of each farm. is- most clearly and explicitly stated. .A passage
which criticizes certain officials in the U.S.S.R. State Planning
Committee' who object to changes in the price system, and which
analyzes their objections, was singled out with almost the same
consistency. The first and the last paragraphs in 'the article were
merely skimmed- or, respectively, read closely but not marked
as "imPortant"

Two Nonleaders with higher education showed a pattern of
reading similar to the Leaders'. They read closely or marked as
"important" one or the other, though not all of the passages that
the Leaders had -singled out most consistently. The skimmer
passed lightly over the first and last paragraphs of the article.
The behavior of another Nonleader with higher education has
already been described. A fourth respondent in this group stopped
reading the article after the first two paragraphs, which define
the problem. She remarked that it was "going-to be too political."

The article was read least systematically by the Nonleaders
with lower education. One respondent in the group read the entire
article word for word and marked nothing in it as "important."

7Number of respondents who read "Material Incentives," (9):

Leaders 5
Nonleaders with higher education 4
Nonleaders with lower education 2
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A second respondent read the first column fully, but found,
-nothing important in it. Then .she began to skip, What she read
-(and marked as."important"), were ,two, passages. containing num-
bets, which were merely- illustrationsto general' points made iin the
article. She remarked that- this- was interesting -to, her because
it represented "something cOnciete."

Tle second economic article, Wasteful Haste," (10), which
fills less than -a quarter of a page-, challenges the notion, that
conversion of collective farms into- state farms will automatically
improVe ,the farm's economy:

Two paragraphs: letter from a worker ,ona farm which, has re-
cefitly been coivertedfroma collectiVefarm into a state-farm.-He,
describes the wasteful, increase in administrative personnel'.and.
procedures that has, gone; along w._,h-this;-hinge .

Eleven -paragraphs: upon this- letter, oizvestiq correspondents
-visited .oher collective and statearms .zLUUd the,.problem-
firsthand. Report and analy'sis of their obs.erations.

Six paragraphs: the authors generaliz.e froj the specific cases
whiich'they have observed.

When asked- to read the articles they had selected, the respon-
dents gave up reading this article- with highest frequency., Those
who gave tip reading-all the Nonleaders with lower education

iand more than, half of the Nonleaders with higher education-
missed the last section of the article, which contains the general
analysis of the problem. They stopped in the first third of the
article or at the latest half-way through, in passages which state
the problem and illustrate it by individual examples.

Four of the six Leaders who finished reading the article read
it closely throughout, contrary to the pattern in the other articles

8Wasteful Haste," (10):

Respondents who:

Began to Read Finished
the Article Reading it

Leaders 4 4
Nonleaders with higher education 5 2
Nonleaders with lower education 3 0
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(for example in the speeches), where all'but one Leader alternated
between skimming and' reading closely. Most close -reading or
marking of important material was observed to be in the last
third, of the" article, the part which contains the general analysis 4

of the problem and which was missed by-the readers who stopped
reading the. article part-way through.
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-Chapter Five

CONCLUSIONS '

This study is based oi an experiment with forty-one former
Soviet residents. The composition of this group differs in several
-respects from what would have been our decision uader circum-
stances allowing more choice in method and execution of such
a study. One such respect is, of course, the fact that our respon-
dents are people who have decided to leave the Soviet Union,
'legally or illegally, -for another country. We have not been too
concerned about this, however. The respondents left their country
for a variety of reasons and under quite diverse circumstances.
They were by no means uniform in their attitudes to the Soviet
regime; nor did any one subgroup- as a whole appear to be
particularly hostile or favorable. We should like to recall also
the introductory chapters to The Soviet Citizen,' in which the
authors have- carefully discussed and documented the important
role of such "positional" factors as education, occupation and
social class, and (at the time of their study) residence, in pre-
dicting communications behavior, as opposed to "accidental"
factors such as arrest experience of the respondent or origin in-
disenfranchised classes (factors which might be or might have been
particularly characteristic of defectors and emigres, and which,
where they have important effects, would make it difficult to infer
t'rom subgroups in such a sample to subgroups of the Soviet
population). To their surprise, the authors found that these
"accidental" factors seemed to have virtually no effect on the
respondents' generalized political and social attitudes, for example,
on their evaluation of the reliability of the Soviet press. Willingness
to be politically involved, as indicated by membership in the
Communist Party or by the desire to have a career, was found
to have an independent influence on communications behavior.
We used this attribute and the attribute education to group the
respondents in our analysis.

Ale\ Inkeles and Raymond A. Baner. The Soaiet Litken. Daily Life III a
Totalitarian V'ociety (Cambridge, Mass.: larvard University Press, 1959), Chs. 1-3.
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The respect in which we should have liked the composition of
our group of respondents to be different is educational levels. The
level above secondary education is well enough represented, but
the other levels are not. We had to combine all respondents with a
ten-year education or less into one group. There were no
respondents with as little as or less than a four-year education.
We cannot say anything, therefore, about the behavior of
newspaper readers of the lowest educational level. And our
grouping together individuals with a seven-year education (and
one respondent with less than seven, but still more than four years

*of education) with individuals who have a complete or incomplete
secondary education is misleading, since it suggests that the
differences between these levels are not important. Other findings
on newspaper exposure, however, indicate that they are. In this
experiment, the four respondents with a seven-year education or
less did not choose any of the "experiment articles" that they
were shown. Consequently, these respondents were not included 2
in the later part of the experiment. The findings on styles of
reading therefore refer only to individuals with more than a seven-
year education.

We discovered definite differences between the three groups
of readers: Leaders; Nonleaders with higher education; and

Nonleaders with lower education. Readers with more than
secondary education and high political involvement are the most
highly socialized into the newspaper. They choose their reading
matter in the newspaper from all types of articles, but in particular
they tend to select a high proportion of the speeches, editorials,
letters, and analyses. These are the types of articles from which
Western students of Soviet society claim to learn most about
political and economic developments in the society, about recent
or impending changes in policies, and, occasionally, about
conflicts over policies. Since some of these messages are likely to
be in more or less esoteric form, the Leaders are most likely to be
the consumers of esoteric communications. These are then the
readers with whom the top Soviet political elite communicates
most effectively. This is of course what we would expect to
happen among Party members, and among individuals in occu-
pations that demand a similar or even higher degree of ideological
training and knowledge of current events than is demanded of the
Party rank and file. The exceptions in this group point in an inter-
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esting direction, but our scarce data do not allow us to draw any
conclusions.

The Leaders have characteristic styles of reading long articles
such as speeches, editorials, and political or economic analyses.
They are likely to adjust their style of reading according to tile
interest and importance the material has for them by alternating
between reading passages word for word and skimming. They
rarely skip entire parts of an article they select to read. The
passages within an article that they consider particularly important
or interesting are for the most part analytical, policy-relevant, or
critical of domestic issues.

At the other end of the spectrum, there is the group of readers
with less education (from more than four up to ten years) and I"
with low political involvement, who are much less highly
socialized into the newspaper than are the Leaders. The readers
with less education choose primarily short news items of varying
content, "human interest" stories, and political analyses dealing
with international topics; and only the last two are selected with
probabilities as high as .50 or .40. All other articles (including
speeches, editorials, other analyses, and commentaries) have low
probabilities of being selected. The most popular among the
political analyses dealing with international topics were reports on
and paraphrases of speeches by foreign leaders. When the
Nonleaders with lower education did select a speech, it was not
among the heavily ideologicdil discourses but rather contained
some lively, descriptive material: accounts of Soviet leaders'
travels abroad or of foreign leaders' visits to the Soviet Union, or
the transcript of a press conference.

The article types occurring most frequently in the ten
newspapers used in the experiment are short news items of one or
two paragraphs, particularly those that we grouped together under
the headings of "political," "economic," and "culture, science,
and technology." These articles therefore stand out strongly
among these readers' selections, even though individual items were
selected with lower probabilities than human interest stories and
one kind of political analysis. Short news items are indeed often
the sole choice of a Nonleader with lower education in a given
issue of a newspaper.

The styles of reading long articles generally observed with this
group differ also from those of the Leaders. The group tends not
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to skim, ald either reads an entire article word for word or skips
entire parts of it. The patterns of these readers' omissions, as well
as their comments, indicate that they generally cannot predict
what they will be omitting if they choose not to read the entire
article. They have therefore less control over what they read
closely than have the readers who skim. They are significantly le, s
critical readers than the Leaders, if by "critical reading" we mean
the ratio of analytical, critical, and policy-relevant material to
general information-propaganda material identified by them as
particularly important or interesting.

What we have just sketched is the behavior of two extreme
types of newspaper readers. We must keep in mind, however, that
the phenomena we are discussing are continuous in distribution.
We were able to study only one other group of readers. This
group, which resembles the first in educational level (its members
have more than secondary education) and the second in low

political involvement, falls between the two extreme groups in
almost all aspects of newspaper consumption that were investigated.

The differences that we observed between the three groups of
differing education and/or political involvement have parallels in
other areas of press exposure. Thus it has been shown that the
percentage of newspaper readers in different groups differs with
education and political involvement. Similarly, the more educated
and politically more involved newspaper readers are exposed to a
higher number of newspapers than are the less educated and
politically less involved readers.

In discussing selection of articles in the newspapers, we have
shown what kinds of readers are likely to be found rather
consistently, and what kinds of readers only more or less
occasionally, in the audience of esoteric communications. We have
also investigated "critical" reading generally. We do not claim to
have studied recognition of all esoteric communications contained
in the "experiment articles." If we were to design such an
experiment, it would differ from the present one in at least two
respects. First, we would choose texts between which there is
contim.Uity in subject matter over time. For it is then that
differences in formulations stand out most clearly and, in flict,
take on their full meaning. Second. we would ask the readers to
comment on the content of the entire article, or on theii
selections of "particularly important or intereting" passages within
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the article, in order to know how they actually interpreted given
passages. Much work still remains to be done on the study of this
process of communication which, though historically not a 3
phenomenon unique to the Communist world, is today most
typically exemplified in that world.
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Appendix A

GRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF
CONTENT OF PASSAGES CHOSEN AS "PARTICULARLY

IMPORTANT OR INTERESTING" MATERIAL IN EIGHT

SOVIET NEWSPAPER ARTICLES*

so%-

Gnr0 Infornmton- Amlytlcal
Prtopnda Content content

CCd

F 20%-I

!Cd ed -

P P P PI

0%- C C-CC

1 2i 3 4 5 1r 2 3 4

+ +A A IA AI

0% C C I .....
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1. Total content of all articles: nT =521
2. Choices by Nonleaders with lower education: Nt =10 n ** 144
3. Choices by Nonleaders with higher education: N =22 n =303
4. Choices by Leaders: N =29 n =466
S. Choices by Cambridge group: N =74 n =854

"Experiment articles" (1)-(8). Content categories are defined on pp. 29-30.
n =total number of units in the text of aln eight articles.

N = number of articles read by respondents in the given group.
n = number of units marked in N articles as "particularly important or interesting."

The percentages shown in the figures were computed on the basis of ff and n.



Appendix B

ARTICLE-BY-ARTICLE ANALYSIS OF CONTENT OF
PASSAGES CHOSEN AS -PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT OR
INTERESTING" MATERIAL IN EIGHT SOVIET NEWSPAPER
ARTICLES. BY FORMER RESIDENTS OF THE U.S.S.R.
AND BY AMERICAN ANALYSTS OF SOVIET SOCIETY

Percentage of
Percentage of General Infor-

Analytical mation-Propa-
Content+ ganda Cmurnti-

(1) Brezhner Speech ** 46
Nonleaders (N $=6) n 135 40 60
Leaders (N=5) n=92 54 46
Cambridge Group (N=10) n= 189 74 26

(2) Denticher SI'ech
Nonleaders (N=3) n=69 68 , 32
Leaders (N=6) n= 1!9 71 f 29
Cambridge Group (N=9) n=156 76 24

(3) Kosygin "Asia speech"
Nonleaders (N=7) n=79 63 37
Leaders (N=5) n=61 62 38
Cambridge Group (N=9) n=99 77 23

(4) Kosygin-Shastri Speeches
Nonleaders (N=7) and
Leaders (N=I) n=82 37 63
Cambridge Group (N=IO) n=95 57 43

(5) Podgorny "A zerbaidzhan Speech"
Leaders (N=3) n=28 39 61
Cambridge Group (N=9) n=60 52 48

(6) Podral on "Party and Intelligentsia"
Nonleaders (N=9) n= 109 65 35
Leaders (N=5) n=93 68 32
Cambridge Group (N=9) n=l 19 77 23

(7) Podval on Party Organization
Leaders (N=!) n=8 63 37
Cambridge Group (N=9) n=56 73 27

(8) Editorial on Party Organization
Leaders (N=3) n=38 79 21"
Cambridge Group (N=9) n=80 .84 16

Since in some cases we were not able to ask a respondent to read all the
articles he had chosen, and since in a number of cases the respondents did
not mark any material within an article as important, we must, when we
present the results for the articles individually, as we do in thisappendix,
combine the Nonleaders into a single group regardless of education, and in
some cases even combine the Nonleaders and the Leaders.

+ For a definition of these categories. see pp. 29.30.

SN=number of articles read.

n=number of units marked in N articles as "particularly important or
interesting" material figure on the basis of which the percentages were
computed
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